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Let (M 2n; !; ) be a compact symplectic manifold with contact type boundary:  is a contact
one-form on @M which satis/es d = !|@M and makes @M convex. Assume in addition that
[!; ]∈H 2(M; @M ;R) is zero, so that  can be extended to a one-form  on M satisfying d = !.
After /xing such a  once and for all, one can talk about exact Lagrangian submanifolds in M . The
Floer cohomology of two such submanifolds is comparatively easy to de/ne, since the corresponding
action functional has no periods, so that bubbling is impossible. The aim of this paper is to prove
the following result, which was announced in [28] (with an additional assumption on c1(M) that
has been removed in the meantime).
Theorem 1. Let L be an exact Lagrangian sphere in M together with a preferred di*eomorphism
f : Sn → L. One can associate to it an exact symplectic automorphism of M, the Dehn twist
L=(L; [f]). For any two exact Lagrangian submanifolds L0; L1 ⊂ M , there is a long exact sequence
of Floer cohomology groups
HF(L(L0), L1) HF(L0, L1)
HF(L, L1) HF(L0, L).
(0.1)
The original inspiration for this came from the exact sequence in Donaldson–Floer theory [3],
which can be translated into symplectic geometry using various versions, proved [5] and unproved,
of the Atiyah–Floer conjecture. That line of thought should have a Seiberg–Witten sibling, start-
ing from [4], but the corresponding Atiyah–Floer type relationships are only just beginning to be
understood [23,18]. In any case, the exact sequences obtained from such speculations di<er some-
what in generality from that stated above. This re=ects the fact that the /rst motivation has been
largely superseded by di<erent ones, coming from mirror symmetry. Kontsevich’s homological mirror
conjecture [12] for Calabi–Yau varieties implies a relation between symplectic automorphisms and
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self-equivalences of derived categories of coherent sheaves; see survey [2] or papers [29,9]. A partic-
ular class of self-equivalences, “twist functors along spherical objects”, is expected to correspond to
Dehn twists. By de/nition, twist functors give rise to an exact sequence of the same form as (0.1),
with Floer cohomology replaced by Ext-groups, so that the expected correspondence /ts in well with
our result. With respect to the whole of Kontsevich’s conjecture, this is a rather peripheral issue. To
see the exact sequence take on a more important role, one has to pass to a related context, namely
mirror symmetry for Fano varieties. The derived categories of coherent sheaves on such varieties
are often generated by exceptional collections, which are subject to transformations called mutations
[22]. The mirror dual notion is that of distinguished basis of vanishing cycles, which is well-known
in Picard–Lefschetz theory. A rigorous connection between the two concepts is established in [28,
Theorem 3.3] whose proof relies strongly on Theorem 1; at present, this would seem to be its main
application. We conclude our discussion with some more concrete remarks about the statement of
the theorem:
(i) In this paper, Floer cohomology groups are treated as ungraded groups. One can of course
assume that L; L0; L1 are oriented, and then the groups become Z=2-graded. Di<erent conventions are
in use, but if one adopts that in which the Euler characteristic of Floer cohomology is (−1)n(n+1)=2
times the intersection number, the degrees mod two of the maps in (0.1) are
•
n
•
1−n
0
•
(0.2)
Under more restrictive assumptions, one can introduce Z-gradings. There are several roughly equiv-
alent ways of doing this; we adopt the approach of [12,27], in which one /xes a trivialization of the
bicanonical bundle K2M , thus establishing a notion of “graded Lagrangian submanifold”. Suppose that
preferred gradings have been chosen for L; L0; L1. Through the grading of L itself, this induces a
grading of L(L0). All Floer cohomology groups in the exact sequence are then canonically Z-graded,
and the degrees of the maps are as in (0.2). This is not diLcult to show, it just requires a few
Maslov index computations.
(ii) We use Floer cohomology with Z=2-coeLcients. Inspection of the discussion of coherent
orientation in [8] suggests that at least when L0; L1 are spin, the exact sequence should exist with
Z-coeLcients (with the ⊗ replaced by the cohomology of the underlying tensor product of cochain
groups, to avoid KMunneth terms). However, I have not checked all the details.
(iii) The assumption [!; ]=0 is the main limitation of the theorem as it stands. We have adopted
this “exact” framework with a view to the application in [28], and also because it simpli/es a number
of technical issues, thereby hopefully allowing the basic ideas to stand out. Almost the same proof
goes through in a few other cases, such as when suitable “monotonicity” conditions hold. On the
other hand, a considerable amount of work remains to be done to extend the exact sequence to
the most general situation where one would want to have it; a version for closed manifolds with
c1(M) = 0 seems particularly desirable.
(iv) The map ↖ in (0.1) is obtained by composing the canonical isomorphism HF(L0; L) ∼=
HF(L(L0); L) which exists because L(L) = L, with a pair-of-pants product (a.k.a. Donaldson prod-
uct). In the spirit of [19], this can be seen as a kind of relative Gromov invariant. A more general
version of the same formalism, involving pseudo-holomorphic sections of /brations with singularities,
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yields the second map →. In contrast, ↙ appears as connecting map in our construction, and is there-
fore de/ned only indirectly. A symmetry consideration using the duality HF(L0; L1) ∼= HF(L1; L0)∨
suggests that this map should actually be a pair-of-pants coproduct. That is in fact true, but we will
not prove it here.
The exposition in the body of the paper follows a slightly indirect course, in that we try to famil-
iarize the reader with each ingredient separately, before they all get mixed up into the main argument.
There is even a small amount of material which is not necessary for our immediate purpose, but
which is closely related and useful for further development. Thus, the whole of Chapter 1 is ele-
mentary symplectic geometry, concentrating on topics related to Picard–Lefschetz theory; Chapter 2
deals with pseudo-holomorphic curves, which means setting up the relative invariants mentioned
above, and introducing certain techniques for partially computing them based on symplectic curva-
ture; and the only the third chapter addresses the actual proof.
1. Dehn twists, and all that
This chapter takes a look at basic Picard–Lefschetz theory from the symplectic viewpoint. It has
been known since Arnold’s note [1] that such a viewpoint makes sense, and it has been used for
various purposes, see, e.g. [26,11]. Still, the present paper seems to be the most systematic attempt
at an exposition so far. The reader may be surprised by the exactness assumptions built into our
framework. As far as the elementary theory is concerned, there is no need to make such assumptions.
However, they greatly simplify the pseudo-holomorphic theory to be introduced later on, and in order
to keep the set-up coherent, we have chosen to impose them from the start.
1.1. Exact symplectic geometry and :brations
By an exact symplectic manifold we mean a compact manifold M with boundary, together with
a symplectic form ! and a one-form  satisfying d=!, such that |@M is a contact one-form and
makes @M convex. An isomorphism of exact symplectic manifolds is a di<eomorphism  :M → M ′
which is symplectic, satis/es ∗′ =  in some neighbourhood of @M , and such that [∗′ − ]
∈H 1(M; @M ;R) is zero. This means that there is a unique function K ∈C∞c (M \ @M;R) such that
∗′= +dK. We denote by Sympe(M) the group of those exact symplectic automorphisms of M
which are the identity near @M . Its Lie algebra consists of vector /elds X such that !(·; X ) = dH
for some H which vanishes near @M , and is thus identi/ed with C∞c (M \ @M;R).
An exact Lagrangian submanifold in M is a pair consisting of a Lagrangian submanifold L ⊂ M
(always assumed to be disjoint from @M) and a function KL on it such that dKL = |L. The image
of L under an isomorphism  :M → M ′ of exact symplectic manifolds is again an exact Lagrangian
submanifold, in a canonical way; the associated function is
K(L) = (KL + K|L) ◦ −1: (1.1)
In particular, Sympe(M) acts on the set of exact Lagrangian submanifolds. A special situation which
will occur later on is that ∈Sympe(M) satis/es (L) = L in the ordinary sense. Then (supposing
L to be connected) K(L) =KL + c for some constant c=K|L, which need not be zero. This means
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that  may not map L to itself as an exact Lagrangian submanifold, instead “shifting” it by some
amount.
A notion of /bre bundle suitable for exact symplectic geometry is as follows. Let S be a smooth
connected manifold, possibly with boundary (one could also allow corners), and  :E → S a dif-
ferentiable /bre bundle whose /bres are compact manifolds with boundary. Write @hE ⊂ E for the
union of the boundaries of all the /bres. If the boundary of S is empty, @hE = @E; otherwise @E
has another face @vE = −1(@S), and the two faces meet at a codimension two corner. An exact
symplectic /bration is such an (E; ) equipped with ∈2(E) and ∈1(E), satisfying d= ,
such that each /bre Ez with !z =|Ez and z =|Ez is an exact symplectic manifold. There is an
additional condition of triviality near @hE, by which we mean the following: choose some z ∈ S and
consider the trivial /bration ˜ : E˜ = S × Ez → S, with the forms ˜; ˜ which are pullbacks of !z; z.
There should be a /brewise di<eomorphism

NN

S
~
~
(1.2)
between neighbourhoods N ⊂ E, N˜ ⊂ E˜ of @hE, resp. @hE˜, which maps @hE to @hE˜, equals the
identity on the /bre over z, and sends ; to ˜; ˜. Note that the choice of z and the di<eomorphism
are not considered to be part of the data de/ning an exact symplectic /bration; only their existence
is assumed.
Lemma 1.1. Take a point z ∈ S and a chart  :U → S, with U ⊂ Rk a contractible neighbourhood
of 0, such that  (0)=z. Then there is a trivialization  :U×Ez →  ∗E, such that  | {0}×Ez=id
and
∗= z +
k∑
i=1
Hidti + dR:
Here H1; : : : ; Hk ; R∈C∞(U×Ez;R) are functions which vanish near U×@Ez, and ti the coordinates
on Rk . Moreover, the di*erence between any two such trivializations 1; 2 is a map −12 ◦
1 : (U; 0)→ (Sympe(Ez); id).
The proof is by a standard argument involving Moser’s Lemma. The result means /rst of all that
any exact symplectic /bration (E; ) has a structure of Sympe(Ez)-/bre bundle, where Ez is any /bre.
In addition to that, E carries a preferred connection, which gives rise to canonical parallel transport
maps !c :Ec(a) → Ec(b) over smooth paths c : [a; b] → S; these are exact symplectic isomorphisms,
and lie in Sympe(Ec(a)) if c is closed. To de/ne the preferred connection, one can use a local
trivialization as before and set A =
∑
i Hi dti, which is a one-form on U with values in C
∞
c (Ez \
@Ez;R). It is easy to check that this transforms in the proper way. A more intrinsic approach is to
observe that TEx = TEhx ⊕ TEvx splits into a horizontal and a vertical piece, given by TEvx =ker(Dx)
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and
TEhx = {X ∈TEx :(X; ·)|TEvx = 0}: (1.3)
Each Z ∈TSz has a unique lift Zh ∈C∞(TEh|Ez), and these vectors de/ne the same connection as
before (conversely, one can show that given a Sympe(M)-/bre bundle and a compatible connec-
tion, one can equip its total space with the structure of an exact symplectic /bration). In a local
trivialization as in Lemma 1.1, the curvature of the connection is
FA =
∑
i¡j
(
−@Hi
@tj
+
@Hj
@ti
− !z(Xi; Xj)
)
dti ∧ dtj; (1.4)
where Xi is the family of Hamiltonian vector /elds on Ez corresponding to Hi(t; ·). If one takes
the more intrinsic view, the curvature is a two-form on S with values in functions on the /bres,
and is given by (Z1; Z2) → (Zh1 ; Zh2 ). In the case where the base S is an oriented surface, we say
that (E; ) is nonnegatively curved if for any oriented chart  and trivialization , the function in
front of dt1 ∧ dt2 in (1.4) is nonnegative; or equivalently, if |TEh is nonnegative for the induced
orientation of TEh. To see what this means, consider an exact symplectic /bration (E; ) over the
closed unit disc RD(1) ⊂ C, and the monodromy !=!@ RD(1) :E1 → E1 around the boundary in positive
sense. If the curvature is nonnegative, one can write ! as time-one map of some (time-dependent)
Hamiltonian on E1 which vanishes near @E1 and is 6 0 everywhere.
Example 1.2. Let E!=R×M=(t; x) ∼ (t−1; !(x)) be the mapping torus of !∈Sympe(M). To make
this into an exact symplectic /bration over S1 = R=Z, one chooses a function R! ∈C∞(R ×M;R)
such that R!(t − 1; !(x)) = R!(t; x) − K!(x), and then sets E! = !, E! =  + dR!. The preferred
connection is the one induced from the trivial connection on R×M , and its monodromy is ! itself.
It is easy to prove that all exact symplectic /brations over a circle are of this form.
For future use, we make an observation on the compatibility of symplectic parallel transport
with Lagrangian submanifolds. Let c : [a; b] → S be a smooth embedded path. Suppose that we
have an exact Lagrangian submanifold in each /bre Ec(t), depending smoothly on t; by this we
mean a subbundle Q ⊂ E|im(c) such that each /bre Qc(t) ⊂ Ec(t) is Lagrangian, together with a
KQ ∈C∞(Q;R) whose restrictions KQc(t) = KQ|Qc(t) make the Qc(t) exact.
Lemma 1.3. Assume that all the Qc(t) are connected. Then the following conditions are equivalent:
(i) |Q = 0,
(ii) |Q = dKQ + ∗-Q for some -Q ∈1(im(c)),
(iii) the maps !c|[s;s′] :Ec(s) → Ec(s′) satisfy !c|[s;s′](Qc(s)) = Qc(s′) for all s; s′.
The proof is straightforward. To be precise, (iii) concerns Qc(s) as Lagrangian submanifolds only.
Taking the functions into account and using (1.1) yields
K!c|[s;s′](Qc(s)) = KQc(s′) +
∫
c|[s;s′]
-Q:
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Hence !c|[s;s′](Qc(s))=Qc(s′) holds in the sense of exact Lagrangian submanifolds i< -Q =0, or what
is the same, |Q = dKQ.
Just like any kind of /bre bundle with connection, exact symplectic /brations can be manipulated
by cut-and-paste methods. As an example, take two oriented surfaces Sk , k = 1; 2, and boundary
circles Ck ⊂ @Sk ; and let S be the surface obtained by identifying C1; C2 orientation-reversingly.
Suppose that we have exact symplectic /brations (Ek; k ; k ;k) over Sk whose monodromies around
Ck , taken in opposite senses, coincide. Then, assuming additionally that (Ek; k) is =at (has zero
curvature) near Ck , one can construct from them an exact symplectic /bration (E; ) over S. It is
maybe useful to give some details of this. To start, take oriented collars  1 : (−1; 0] × R=Z → S1,
 2 : [0; 1)×R=Z→ S2 around C1; C2, respectively, so that S can be de/ned by using  2 ◦ ( 1)−1 to
identify the two circles. Our main assumption is that there should be an exact symplectic isomorphism
between the /bres of Ek over  k(0; 0), say, which relates the monodromies around  k({0} ×R=Z).
Because of =atness, an equivalent formulation is that there is some mapping torus E! as in Example
1.2 and di<eomorphisms
(−1; 0] × E 
 
1
E1
 (−1; 0] × / S1
[0; 1) × E 
2
2
E2
[0; 1) × / S11
1 2
such that (k)∗k=E! and (k)∗k=E!+dRk for some functions Rk . Clearly, one can introduce
modi/ed forms ˜k =k − dR˜k with suitable functions R˜k , in such a way that (k)∗˜k =E! near
{0} × E!. Gluing together the (Ek; k) along Ck via 2 ◦ (1)−1 yields a smooth /bration (E; )
over S, and the k; ˜k match up to forms ; on it, making it an exact symplectic /bration. Since
we have not changed the symplectic connection, nonnegativity of the curvature of (Ek; k) implies
the same for (E; ).
Remark 1.4. The =atness condition on (Ek; k) near Ck can be removed. Namely, suppose that it
is not satis/ed for k =1. What one does then is to choose a function g∈C∞([− 1; 0];R) such that
g(s)= s for s close to −1, g(s)=0 for s close to 0, and g′(s)¿ 0 everywhere; and de/ne a self-map
p of the surface S1 by p(z) = z for z ∈ im( 1), p( 1(s; t)) =  1(g(s); t). This collapses a small
neighbourhood of C1 onto that boundary circle, so if we replace (E1; 1) by its pullback under p,
it becomes =at near C1, and the previous construction goes through. It is noteworthy that this still
preserves nonnegative curvature, because Dp has determinant ¿ 0 everywhere.
The basic objects of Picard–Lefschetz theory are /brations over surfaces, where the /bres are
allowed to have certain particularly simple singularities. Let S be a connected oriented surface,
possibly with boundary. An exact Lefschetz :bration 1 over S consists of data (E; ; ;; J0; j0) as
follows. E is a (2n+2)-dimensional manifold whose boundary is the union of two faces @hE and @vE,
meeting at a codimension two corner.  :E → S is a proper map with @vE=−1(@S) (so this may be
empty), and such that both |@hE : @hE → S and |@vE : @vE → @S are smooth /bre bundles.  can
1 This is called “exact Morse /bration” in [28]. The present terminology is more in line with general usage, since
the notion is closely related to, even though not quite the same as, the symplectic Lefschetz /brations considered by
Donaldson, Gompf, and others.
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have at most /nitely many critical points, and no two may lie on the same /bre (moreover, because
of the previous assumptions, they must lie in the interior of E). Denote by Ecrit ⊂ E, Scrit ⊂ S the
set of critical points, resp. of critical values. J0 is a complex structure on a neighbourhood of Ecrit,
and j0 a positively oriented complex structure on a neighbourhood of Scrit. These are such that 
is (J0; j0)-holomorphic near Ecrit, and the Hessian D2 at any critical point is nondegenerate as a
complex quadratic form. The closed two-form ∈2(E) must be nondegenerate on TEvx =ker(Dx)
for each x∈E, and a KMahler form for J0 in some neighbourhood of Ecrit. ∈1(E) must satisfy
d = . We also require triviality near @hE, which means the existence of a map (1.2) with the
same properties as for exact symplectic /brations. For brevity, exact Lefschetz /brations will usually
be denoted by (E; ) alone, as we have already done for exact symplectic /brations.
For any x∈E there is a decomposition TEx=TEhx⊕TEvx with TEhx de/ned as in (1.3); the horizontal
part is zero at critical points, and projects isomorphically to TSz, z = (x), at any other point. We
say that an exact Lefschetz /bration has nonnegative curvature if |TEhx ¿ 0 for each x. Note that
if x ∈ Ecrit is close to a critical point, |TEhx is strictly positive anyway, because of the KMahlerness
assumption on . A standard argument based on this shows
Lemma 1.5. If 2∈2(S) is a su?ciently positive two-form,  + ∗2 is a symplectic form on E.
Symplectic parallel transport for an exact Lefschetz /bration is well de/ned as long as one avoids
the critical /bres; indeed, if one removes those /bres, the remainder is an exact symplectic /bration
over S \ Scrit. We now take a look at the structure of the critical points. Take z0 ∈ Scrit and local
j0-holomorphic coordinates 3 :U → S, where U ⊂ C is a neighbourhood of the origin, such that
3(0)=z0. By assumption there is a unique critical point x0 ∈Ez0 . The holomorphic Morse Lemma says
that one can /nd a neighbourhood of the origin W ⊂ Cn+1 and a J0-holomorphic chart 5 :W → E
with 5(0) = x0, such that
(3−1 ◦  ◦ 5)(x) = x21 + · · ·+ x2n+1
is the standard nondegenerate quadratic form on Cn+1. We call (3; 5) a holomorphic Morse chart.
In general, it is not possible to choose 5 in such a way that 5∗ is the standard KMahler form on
W ⊂ Cn+1; however, one can remedy this by a suitable local deformation.
Lemma 1.6. Let (E; ; ;; J0; j0) be an exact Lefschetz :bration, and x0 a critical point of .
Then there are smooth families 6 ∈2(E), 6 ∈1(E), 06 66 1, such that
(i) 0 = , 0 =;
(ii) for all 6, 6 = 0 and 6 =0 outside a small neighbourhood of x0;
(iii) each (E; ; 6;6; J0; j0) is an exact Lefschetz :bration;
(iv) there is a holomorphic Morse chart (3; 5) around x0 such that 5∗1, 5∗1 agree near the
origin with the standard forms !Cn+1 =
i
2
∑
dxk ∧ d Rxk , Cn+1 = i4
∑
xk d Rxk − Rxk dxk .
The proof is based on an elementary local statement about KMahler forms.
Lemma 1.7. Let ! be a K@ahler form on the ball B=B2n+2(r) of radius r ¿ 0 in Cn+1. Then there
is another K@ahler form !′ which agrees with ! near @B, and which close to the origin is some
small multiple of !Cn+1 .
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Proof. The /rst step is to /nd a KMahler form !′′ which is equal to ! near @B, and which has
constant coeLcients near the origin. For this write 2 !=2+ddcf, with 2 constant and f vanishing
to second order at x = 0. Take a cuto< function g∈C∞(R+;R) such that g(t) = 1 for t6 1 and
g(t)=0 for t¿ 2, and set f;(x)=g(‖x‖=;)f(x). A straightforward computation shows that as ; → 0,
the functions f; not only have increasingly small support, but also tend to 0 in the C2 topology.
The desired form is, for small ;,
!′′ = !− ddcf; = 2 + ddc(f − f;): (1.5)
In a second step, choose some small t ¿ 0 such that the constant form 2′ = 2 − t!Cn+1 is still
KMahler. Take a two-form < on Cn+1 which is of type (1,1) and nonnegative everywhere, which
vanishes near the origin, and which is equal to !Cn+1 outside a compact subset; this can be obtained
as < = −ddch(‖x‖2) for a suitable convex function h. Pulling < back by a linear map transforms
it into another nonnegative (1,1)-form <′, zero near the origin and equal to 2′ outside a compact
subset. Then <′′=<′+ t!Cn+1 is KMahler, equals t!Cn+1 near the origin, and 2 outside a compact subset.
That compact subset can be made arbitrarily small by retracting linearly and rescaling; the two-form
obtained in that way can be plugged into !′′ locally near zero, yielding !′.
Proof of Lemma 1.6. Take some holomorphic Morse chart (3; 5) for x0. Lemma 1.7 says that one
can /nd a two-form 1 on E which agrees with  = 0 outside im(5), such that 5∗1 is KMahler
and, near the origin, equals c!Cn+1 for some small constant c¿ 0. The obstruction to /nding a
1 ∈1(E) which agrees with =0 outside im(5) and satis/es d1 = 1 lies in H 2(B; @B;R),
with B a (2n + 2)-dimensional ball; which is zero. An arbitrarily chosen 1 needs to be modi/ed
to make 5∗1 equal to cCn+1 near x = 0, but that can be done by adding the di<erential of some
function to it. By restricting 3; 5 to smaller neighbourhoods, and rescaling them by c−1=2 and c−1,
respectively, one achieves that 5∗1 =!Cn+1 and 5∗1 = Cn+1 near the origin. Finally, 6 and 6
are de/ned by interpolating linearly between 6 = 0 and 1; the required properties are obvious.
1.2. The local model
Consider T=T ∗Sn with its standard forms !T ∈2(T ), T ∈1(T ). For concrete computations we
use the coordinates T={(u; v)∈Rn+1×Rn+1 : 〈u; v〉=0; ‖v‖=1}. For each @¿ 0, the subspace T (@)
of cotangent vectors of length 6 @ is an exact symplectic manifold. We write similarly T (0) ⊂ T
for the zero-section. The length function 6 :T → R, 6(u; v) = ‖u‖, generates a Hamiltonian circle
action A on T \ T (0) which, after identifying T ∼= TSn via the standard metric, can be described as
the normalized geodesic =ow on Sn. In coordinates
At(u; v) =
(
cos(t)u− sin(t)‖u‖v; cos(t)v+ sin(t) u‖u‖
)
:
A is the antipodal involution A(u; v) = (−u;−v), hence extends continuously over T (0) (unlike any
At , 0¡t¡). This can be used to de/ne certain symplectic automorphisms of T . The construction
2 The de/nition of dc in this paper is such that !C=−ddc 14 |z|2. This di<ers from the majority convention by a negative
constant.
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is by now well known, but we repeat it here since precise control over the parameters will be
important later on.
Lemma 1.8. Let R∈C∞(R;R) be a function which vanishes for t0 and which satis:es R(−t) =
R(t)− kt for small |t|, with some k ∈Z. Let (Ht ) be the Hamiltonian Aow of H =R(6), de:ned on
T \T (0). Then H2 extends smoothly over T (0) to a compactly supported symplectic automorphism
 of T. The function K = 2(R′(6)6 − R(6)) also extends smoothly over T (0), and
∗T − T = dK: (1.6)
Proof. Two Hamiltonians H1; H2 which are both functions of 6 always Poisson-commute, so that
H1t 
H2
t = 
H1+H2
t . Decomposing H into H1 = R(6)− (k=2)6 and H2 = (k=2)6, one gets
H2 = 
H1
2 ◦ Ak:
We may assume that R(−t) = R(t)− kt holds everywhere, since that can be achieved by modifying
R for negative values only, which does not a<ect . Then R(t) − (k=2)t is an even function, so it
can be written as a smooth function of t2. This proves that H1 and its =ow extend smoothly over
T (0). We know that Ak = Ak extends smoothly, so the same holds for H2. Since H (y) vanishes
for points with 6(y)0,  is compactly supported (one can show that the compactly supported
symplectic automorphisms which are obtained in this way are precisely those which are equivariant
for the obvious O(n + 1)-action). The function R′(t)t − R(t) is even, so K extends smoothly over
T (0) for the same reason as before. A computation shows that the Hamiltonian vector /eld X of
H satis/es L2X T = dK . Since H and K are both functions of 6, Ht preserves K , which implies
(1.6).
Clearly, if supp(R) ⊂ (−∞; @) then  restricts to a symplectic automorphism of T (@) which is
the identity near the boundary. Eq. (1.6) shows that this is an exact symplectic automorphism. In
the case k = 1 we call these automorphisms model Dehn twists, and generally denote them by ;
any two of them are isotopic in Sympe(T (@)). An explicit formula is
(y) =
{
A2R′(6(y))(y); y∈T (@) \ T (0);
A(y); y∈T (0); (1.7)
where the angle of rotation goes from 2R′(0) =  to 2R′(@) = 0. Note that  maps T (0) to itself,
and is the antipodal map on it. If one considers T (0) as an exact Lagrangian submanifold, with a
function KT (0) = const: associated to it, then by (1.1) and (1.6)
K(T (0)) = (KT (0) + KL |T (0)) ◦ −1L = KT (0) − 2R(0): (1.8)
On occasion, it is useful to demand that the angle R′(t) does not oscillate too much. We say that
 is D-wobbly for some 0¡D¡ 12 if R
′(t)¿ 0 for all t¿ 0, and R′′(t)¡ 0 for all t¿ 0 such that
R′(t)¿ D.
Lemma 1.9. Suppose that  is D-wobbly. Let F0 = T (@)y0 , F1 = T (@)y1 be the :bres of T (@)→ Sn
at points y0; y1, whose distance in the standard metric is dist(y0; y1)¿ 2D. Then (F0) intersects
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F1 transversally and at a single point y, which satis:es
2R′(‖y‖) = dist(y0; y1):
In the special case where y1 =A(y0) one has y= y1; and then the tangent space of T (@) at y can
be identi:ed symplectically with Cn in such a way that the subspaces tangent to (F0), T (0), F1
become, respectively, Rn, e2i=3Rn, and ei=3Rn.
Proof. Consider /rst the case when y1 = A(y0). Suppose that y∈F1 is a point with −1(y)∈F0.
By identifying T ∼= TSn and using the interpretation of A as normalized geodesic =ow, one sees that
y must be a positive multiple of c′(1), where c : [0; 1]→ Sn is the minimal geodesic from c(0)=y0
to c(1) = y1. Moreover, the angle of rotation must be 2R′(‖y‖) = ‖c′(1)‖ = dist(y0; y1). These
two conditions are also suLcient. D-wobblyness implies that 2R′(t) = dist(y0; y1) has exactly one
solution t ¿ 0, which proves that there is exactly one y. Combine the two conditions above into
one, c′(1) = 2R′(‖y‖)(y=‖y‖). Taking the derivative, one sees that a vector Y ∈T (F1)y ∼= T (Sn)y1
satis/es (T)−1(Y )∈T (F0) i<
R′′(‖y‖)
〈
y
‖y‖ ; Y
〉
y
‖y‖ + R
′(‖y‖)
(
Y −
〈
y
‖y‖ ; Y
〉
y
‖y‖
)
= 0:
We know that R′(‖y‖)¿ D; by D-wobblyness this implies R′′(‖y‖)¡ 0, which shows that Y = 0.
Therefore y∈ (F0) ∩ F1 is a transverse intersection point.
Now consider the case when y1 = A(y0). Then y = y1 clearly lies in (F0) ∩ F1, and because
R′(t)¡ 12 for all t ¿ 0, there is no other intersection point. In the notation from the proof of Lemma
1.8, (F0) = 
H1
2 (A(F0)) = 
H1
2 (F1), and y is a stationary point of (
H1
t ). It follows that T ((F0))y
is the image of T (F1)y under the time 2 map of the linear Hamiltonian =ow generated by the
quadratic form 12Hess(H1)y. If one identi/es the tangent space to T at y with T (S
n)y ⊕ T (Sn)y in
such a way that the /rst summand is T (F1)y, then
Hess(H1)y =
(
R′′(0) · I 0
0 0
)
:
Taking some isomorphism T (Sn)y ∼= Rn and its complexi/cation T (Sn)y ⊕ T (Sn)y ∼= Cn, one /nds
that the tangent spaces of (F0), T (0), and F1 at y correspond, respectively, to
(1 + 2iR′′(0))Rn; iRn; Rn ⊂ Cn: (1.9)
In particular, since R′′(0)¡ 0 by D-wobblyness, the intersection (F0)∩F1 is transverse. At this point
we need to recall a fact from symplectic linear algebra, see, e.g. [13, p. 40]: the classi/cation of
triples of mutually transverse linear Lagrangian subspaces, up to the action of Sp(2n), is equivalent
to the classi/cation of nondegenerate quadratic forms on Rn, up to GL(n;R). In particular there is a
/nite number of equivalence classes, and deforming a triple continuously while keeping transversality
will not change its equivalence class. One can clearly deform the three subspaces (1.9) in this way
to Rn, e2i=3Rn, ei=3Rn, which proves the last part of the statement.
The next result links model Dehn twists to exact Lefschetz /brations. The connection has been
known to algebraic geometers for a very long time, as attested by the terminology “Picard–Lefschetz
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transformations” used for model Dehn twists. But while the traditional approach ignores symplectic
forms, they are of course crucial for our purpose.
Lemma 1.10. Fix @¿ 0 and r ¿ 0, and let RD(r) ⊂ C be the closed disc of radius r around the
origin. There is an exact Lefschetz :bration (E; ) over RD(r), together with a di*eomorphism
 :Er → T (@) which respects both the symplectic forms and the exact one-forms, such that the
following holds. Denote by !∈Sympe(Er) the symplectic monodromy around @ RD(r), in positive
sense. Then =  ◦ ! ◦ −1 ∈Sympe(T (@)) is a model Dehn twist.
Proof. Take Cn+1 with its standard forms !Cn+1 , Cn+1 and the function q :Cn+1 → C, q(x) = x21 +
· · ·+ x2n+1. Even though (Cn+1; q) is clearly not an exact Lefschetz /bration (its /bres are not even
compact), much of what was said in the previous section carries over to it. The horizontal subspaces
T (Cn+1)hx = {X ∈Cn+1 :!Cn+1(X; kerDqx) = 0}= C Rx (1.10)
de/ne a symplectic connection away from the critical point x= 0, so that one has parallel transport
maps q−1(c(a))→ q−1(c(b)) along paths c : [a; b]→ C∗. Consider the family of Lagrangian spheres
Hz =
√
zSn = {(√zy1; : : : ;
√
zyn+1) :y∈ Sn ⊂ Rn+1} ⊂ q−1(z); (1.11)
z = 0, which for z → 0 degenerate to H0 = {0} ⊂ q−1(0). Write H∗ for the union of all Hz, z = 0,
and H= H∗ ∪ H0. One computes that
Cn+1 |H∗ = q∗dc(− 14 |z|): (1.12)
Actually, the precise formula does not matter much for the moment. All we need is that !Cn+1 |H∗ is
the pullback by q of some two-form on C∗, since that implies that parallel transport in any direction
in C∗ takes the Hz into each other; cf. Lemma 1.3. The next observation is that if one removes H
then parallel transport can be extended even to the singular /bre, so that for any path c in C one
has a canonical symplectic isomorphism
q−1(c(a)) \ Hc(a) → q−1(c(b)) \ Hc(b):
Since taking out H0 removes the critical point, the only possible problem is that a point in Cn+1 \H
might move in horizontal direction and converge to some point of H, which means that the =ow
of some horizontal vector /eld would not be de/ned for all time. However, that cannot happen
since there is a function, h(x) = ‖x‖4 − |q(x)|2, which satis/es dhx(C Rx) = 0, hence is constant
horizontally, and with h−1(0) = H. Therefore one can use parallel transport in radial direction to
trivialize q :Cn+1 \ H → C symplectically. In particular, if !˜s : q−1(s) → q−1(s) is the monodromy
along the circle of radius s¿ 0 around the origin, !˜s | (q−1(s) \ Hs) will be isotopic to the identity
in the group of all symplectic automorphisms of q−1(s) \ Hs. We have mentioned all this mainly to
motivate the subsequent proof, which is more computational.
Consider the map
I :Cn+1 \ H → C× (T \ T (0));
I(x) = (q(x); A=2(−im(xˆ) ‖re(xˆ)‖; re(xˆ)‖re(xˆ)‖−1)); (1.13)
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where sei = q(x) are polar coordinates on the base, and xˆ = e−i=2x. We claim that this is a di<eo-
morphism /bered over C. First of all, because of the use of polar coordinates, it is not obvious that
I is well de/ned and smooth at q−1(0)\H0. To dispel any doubts about that one writes, after some
manipulations,
I(x) = (q(x);− 12 im(x)2(x)− 12 im(q(x)x)2(x)−1;
h(x)−1=2 re(x)2(x)− h(x)−1=2re(q(x)x)2(x)−1);
where 2(x) = (‖x‖2 + h(x)1=2)1=2. The fact that I is a di<eomorphism on each /bre is easy to see,
either directly or by using the symplectic forms and (1.14). Moreover, if one restricts I to a /bre
over s¿ 0, it extends to a di<eomorphism s : q−1(s) → T . Such an extension does not exist for
other /bres, due to the noncontinuity of A at T (0). A computation yields
(I−1)∗Cn+1 = T − R˜s(6) d; R˜s(t) = 12 t − 12 (t2 + s2=4)1=2: (1.14)
This implies that the restriction of I to any /bre is symplectic, and actually maps the respective
one-forms into each other. Of course, the same will then be true for the continuous extensions
s, s¿ 0. In fact (1.14) shows even more: if one restricts to any ray  = const: in the basis then
I∗!T=!Cn+1 , which means that I trivializes the symplectic parallel transport on (Cn+1\H; q) in radial
directions, in accordance with the strategy which we set out before. Consider ˜s=s◦!˜s◦−1s :T→T ,
where !˜s is the monodromy map introduced above. From (1.14) it follows that ˜s restricted to T\T (0)
is the time 2 map of the Hamiltonian H˜ s= R˜s(6). Since R˜s(−t)= R˜s(t)− t, this is quite close to the
case k = 1 of Lemma 1.8. The di<erence is that R˜s(t) does not vanish for t0. Instead, it decays
as follows:
0¿R˜s(t)¿− 116s
2t−1; 0¡
d
dt
R˜s(t)6
1
16
s2t−2: (1.15)
This is good enough to imply that ˜s is asymptotic to the identity at in/nity, for each s¿ 0. It
remains to tweak the given data slightly, so as to produce a honest exact Lefschetz /bration, whose
monodromy is an actual model Dehn twist.
Fix @¿ 0, r ¿ 0. Choose a cuto< function g∈C∞(R+;R) such that g′(t)¿ 0 everywhere, g(t)=0
for small t, and g(t)=1 if t is close to @. We claim that there is a unique <∈1(Cn+1) with, again
in polar coordinates on the base,
(I−1)∗<= g(6)R˜s(6) d: (1.16)
Since R˜0(t) = 0, the function R˜s(t)=s extends smoothly to s=0, t = 0. Therefore the right-hand side
of (1.16) can be written as g(6)(R˜s(6)=s)s d, which means that < is smooth at least on Cn+1 \ H.
Now 6(I(x)) = 12h(x)
1=2; since H= h−1(0) and g(t) = 0 for small t, one sees that I∗(g(6)R˜s(6) d)
vanishes near H, so that < extends by zero over H. Set
E=I−1( RD(r)× (T (@) \ T (0))) ∪ (H ∩ q−1( RD(r)));
= q|E :E → RD(r);
= (Cn+1 + <) |E;  = d;
=r|Er :Er → T (@): (1.17)
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E ⊂ Cn+1 is cut out by the inequalities h(x)6 4@2, |q(x)|6 r. This makes it easy to show that
it is a compact manifold with corners, whose boundary faces are @vE = −1(@ RD(r)) and @hE =
{h(x)=4@2}={6(I(x))=@}=I−1( RD(r)×@T (@)). Because < vanishes when restricted to any /bre,
|TEvx = !Cn+1 |kerDqx is nondegenerate for all x. In
 | (E \ H) = I∗(T + (g(6)− 1)R˜s(6) d) (1.18)
the second term on the right-hand side vanishes close to RD(s)× @T (@), so that I provides a trivi-
alization near @hE in the sense introduced in the previous section. Moreover, since < vanishes near
the critical point x = 0, equipping E with the standard complex structure J0 near that point, and
RD(r) with the standard complex structure j0, turns (E; ) into an exact Lefschetz /bration. As for
the statement about the monodromy !, one can repeat the argument above, using (1.18) instead of
(1.14). This shows that =◦!◦−1, when restricted to T (@)\T (0), is the time 2 map of Rr(6),
where
Rr(t) = (1− g(t))R˜r(t); (1.19)
by de/nition, this is a model Dehn twist.
Let (M;!; ) be an exact symplectic manifold. A framed 3 exact Lagrangian sphere is an exact
Lagrangian submanifold L ⊂ M together with an equivalence class [f] of di<eomorphisms f : Sn→L.
Here f1; f2 are equivalent i< f−12 f1 can be deformed inside Di<(S
n) to an element of O(n+1). To
any such (L; [f]) one associates a Dehn twist (L; [f]) ∈Sympe(M) as follows. Choose a representative
f and extend it to a symplectic embedding – :T (@)→ M for some @¿ 0. Take a model Dehn twist
 which is supported in the interior of T (@), and de/ne
(L; [f]) =
{
– ◦  ◦ –−1 on im(–);
id elsewhere:
The exactness of (L; [f]) follows from that of L; moreover, the analogue of (1.8) holds. It is not
diLcult to show that the isotopy class [(L; [f])]∈ 0(Sympe(M)) is independent of the choices made
in the de/nition. In contrast, it is unknown whether a change of the framing [f] can a<ect [(L; [f])];
if the answer is negative the notion of framing could be dropped altogether, but while the question
is open one cannot do without it. Still, for the sake of brevity we will often omit framings from
the notation and write L instead of (L; [f]). We will say that L is D-wobbly if the local model it is
constructed out of has this property.
Proposition 1.11. Let (L; [f]) be a framed exact Lagrangian sphere in M. Fix some r ¿ 0. There
is an exact Lefschetz :bration (EL; L) over RD(r) together with an isomorphism L :ELr → M
of exact symplectic manifolds, such that if !L is the symplectic monodromy around @ RD(r), then
L = L ◦ !L ◦ (L)−1 is a Dehn twist along (L; [f]).
We will prove this under the assumption that there is an embedding – :T (@)→ M as before, with
–∗= T . This is not really a restriction, since one can always satisfy it by adding the derivative of
a function to , which does not change M up to exact symplectic isomorphism. On the other hand,
3 This has little or nothing to do with the usual topological notion of framed manifold.
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it allows us to make the statement slightly sharper: L will map the one-forms on ELr and M into
each other, and the Dehn twist obtained from the monodromy of (EL; L) will be one constructed
using the given embedding –.
Proof. Take (E; ) and  from Lemma 1.10, with the given r and @. We will construct (EL; L)
by attaching a trivial piece to (E; ). By construction, there is a neighbourhood N ⊂ E of @hE, a
neighbourhood V of @T (@) in T (@), and a di<eomorphism I :N → RD(r) × V /bered over RD(r),
such that |N = I∗T . Moreover, I agrees with  on N ∩ Er . Set
EL = E ∪∼ RD(r)× (M \ –(T (@) \ V ));
where ∼ identi/es N with RD(r) × –(V ) through (id × –) ◦ I. One similarly de/nes L from  and
the projection RD(r) ×M → RD(r). The forms L;L on EL come from the corresponding ones on
E and the pullbacks of !;  on the trivial part. L is constructed from – ◦  and the identity map.
The complex structure near the critical point and critical value are inherited from E. All properties
stated above are obvious from the construction and the de/nition of Dehn twists.
We call the (EL; L) standard :brations. For future reference, we will now state certain properties
which these /brations inherit from the local model (E; ), and which depend on the details of its
construction.
Lemma 1.12. Any standard :bration (EL; L) has the following properties.
(i) There is a closed subset HL ⊂ EL such that
HLz = H
L ∩ ELz =
{
is an embedded n-sphere if z = 0;
is the unique critical point x0 ∈EL0 if z = 0:
In fact (HL)∗ = HL \ HL0 is a smooth n-sphere bundle over RD(r) \ {0}, and satis:es
L | (HL)∗ = (L)∗dc(− 14 |z|): (1.20)
As in the discussion following (1.12), this implies that each HLz ⊂ ELz , z = 0, is an exact
Lagrangian submanifold, and that symplectic parallel transport within RD(r) \ {0} carries
these spheres into each other. Moreover, L(HLr ) = L.
(ii) There are holomorphic Morse charts (3; 5) around the unique critical point x0 ∈EL0 , such that
3 is the inclusion U ,→ RD(r) of some neighbourhood U ⊂ C of the origin; 5∗L = Cn+1 and
5∗L = !Cn+1 ; and 5−1(HLz ) = Hz for all su?ciently small z ∈C.
(iii) (EL; L) has nonnegative curvature.
(iv) L = L ◦ !L ◦ (L)−1 is the Dehn twist de:ned using – and the function Rr from (1.19); in
particular Rr(0)=−r=4. By making r smaller while keeping all other choices in the construction
:xed, one can achieve that L is D-wobbly for an arbitrary D.
Proof. (i) From (1.17) one sees that H∩ q−1( RD(r)) ⊂ E, and that = Cn+1 in a neighbourhood of
that subset. HL is de/ned to be the image of this in EL, so that (1.20) is a consequence of (1.12).
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(ii) The de/nition of 3; 5 is obvious, and the claim about 5∗L follows from the fact that in
(1.17) = Cn+1 near the critical point.
(iii) One can compute the curvature of (E; ) from (1.18); it turns out to be
I∗
(
(g(6)− 1) @
@s
R˜s(6)
)
ds ∧ d;
which is ¿ 0 everywhere. This implies the same property for (EL; L).
(iv) The nontrivial statement is D-wobblyness, which requires that we take another look at the
function Rr . There is a t0 ¿ 0 such that g(t) = 0 for t ∈ [0; t0], and in that interval Rr(t) = R˜r(t), so
that (@=@t)Rr(t)¿ 0, (@2=@t2)Rr(t)¡ 0. For t ∈ [t0; @] one estimates using (1.15) that
06
@
@t
Rr(t) =−g′(t)R˜r(t) + (1− g(t)) @@t R˜r(t)6
r2
16
(‖g′‖t−10 + t−20 ):
By choosing r small while keeping g and hence t0 /xed, one can make this ¡D for an
arbitrary D.
1.3. Vanishing cycles
We have seen that all Dehn twists can be realized as monodromy maps (of standard /brations).
Conversely, the geometry of any exact Lefschetz /bration can be understood in terms in Dehn twists.
This is again well known on a topological level, and our exposition repeats the classical arguments
while paying more attention to symplectic forms. The results will not be used again in this paper,
but they are important in applications.
Let (E; ) be an exact Lefschetz /bration over S. Take z0 ∈ Scrit, and the unique critical point
x0 ∈Ez0 . Let c : [a; b] → S be a smooth embedded path with c(b) = z0, c−1(Scrit) = {b}; and let
!c|[s; s′] :Ec(s) → Ec(s′) be the parallel transport maps along it, which is de/ned for all s6 s′¡b.
Following a suggestion of Donaldson, we de/ne
Bc =
{
x∈Ec(s); a6 s¡b : lim
s′→b
!c|[s;s′](x) = x0
}
∪ {x0} ⊂ E: (1.21)
Lemma 1.13. Bc is an embedded closed (n + 1)-ball, with @Bc = Bc ∩ Ec(a). The function p =
c−1 ◦  :Bc → [a; b] has x0 as its unique critical point, which is a nondegenerate local maximum.
Moreover, |Bc = 0.
Proof. Put a symplectic form  + ∗2 on E as in Lemma 1.5. Choose an oriented embedding
c˜ : (a− ;; b+ ;)× (−;; ;)→ S such that c˜(0; t) = c(t). Let h be the function de/ned on im(c˜) with
h(c˜(s; t)) =−t. The Hamiltonian vector /eld X of H = h ◦  has the following properties:
(i) it is horizontal everywhere, Xx ∈TEhx ;
(ii) for each x = x0, D(X )x is a positive multiple of @c˜=@s;
(iii) x0 is a hyperbolic stationary point of X , with n+ 1 positive and negative eigenvalues.
Properties (i) and (ii) are straightforward; (iii) can be seen by looking at X in a holomorphic Morse
chart, where it is J0∇H . Let B˜ ⊂ E be the stable manifold of x0. It is an open (n + 1)-ball, lies
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in −1c˜((a− ;; b]× {0}), and the projection
p˜= c˜−1 : B˜ → (a− ;; b]× {0}
is a proper map. The tangent space of B˜ at x0 is the negative eigenspace of DXx0 ; one shows
easily that D2p˜|TB˜x0 di<ers from DX |TB˜x0 only by a positive constant, which means that x0 is a
nondegenerate maximum of p˜. There are no other critical points, because elsewhere dp˜(X )x ¿ 0 by
(ii). Finally, since the =ow X is symplectic and contracts the tangent spaces of B˜, these must be
Lagrangian subspaces, so ( + ∗2)|B˜= |B˜= 0.
We claim that Bc= B˜∩−1(im(c)), which implies all desired properties of Bc. Let Y be the vector
/eld on −1(im(c˜)) \ {x0} which is horizontal and satis/es D(Y ) = @c˜=@s. From (i) and (ii) above
one sees that Y = gX for some function g, bounded from below by a positive constant, and which
goes to ∞ as one approaches x0. Therefore the orbits of X and Y coincide, except of course for
{x0}. Since Y |−1(im(c)) de/nes parallel transport along c, the claim follows.
Lemma 1.14. Vc=@Bc is an exact Lagrangian sphere in Ec(a), and comes with a canonical framing.
Proof. Since Bc is a ball and |Bc is closed, there is a unique K ∈C∞(Bc;R) with K(x0) = 0 and
dK =|Bc. The restriction KVc = K |Vc makes Vc into an exact Lagrangian submanifold. It remains
to explain the framing. In any chart on Bc around x0, the level sets p−1(s′) of the function from
Lemma 1.13, for s′ close to b, will be strictly convex hypersurfaces, so that one can map them to Sn
by radial projection. On the other hand, Vc =p−1(a) can be identi/ed with p−1(s′) by the gradient
=ow with respect to some metric. Combining these two maps gives a di<eomorphism Vc → Sn,
which is unique up to isotopy and action of O(n+ 1); its inverse is our framing.
The framed exact Lagrangian sphere Vc ⊂ Ec(a) is called the vanishing cycle associated to c. It
exists more generally for any path c : [a; b] → S which is smooth, not necessarily embedded, but
still satis/es
c−1(Scrit) = {b}; c′(b) = 0: (1.22)
To construct it in this situation, one /rst extends c to a map (a− ;; b+ ;)× (−;; ;)→ S which is a
local oriented di<eomorphism at (b; 0), pulls back (E; ) by that map, and then applies Lemma 1.13
to the pullback exact Lefschetz /bration. Note also that deforming c smoothly, rel endpoints, within
the class (1.22) yields an exact Lagrangian isotopy of the corresponding vanishing cycles, which is
compatible with their framings.
Proposition 1.15. Let c be a path satisfying (1.22), and l the loop in S\Scrit obtained by “doubling”
c, as in Fig. 1. Then the monodromy around l is isotopic to the Dehn twist along the vanishing
cycle Vc:
[!l] = [Vc]∈ 0(Sympe(Ec(a))): (1.23)
Proof. We start with a rather special case. Let (E; ) be an exact Lefschetz /bration with base RD(r)
for some r ¿ 0, and which has exactly one critical point x0 ∈E0. Write M=Er . In addition, x0 should
admit a holomorphic Morse chart (3; 5) where 5 is de/ned on W={x∈Cn+1 : ‖x‖6 2√r; |q(x)|6r},
where 3=id RD(r), and such that 5
∗, 5∗ are standard. This means that the symplectic geometry of
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(E; ) equals that of the local model (Cn+1; q) discussed in Lemma 1.10, at least in a suitable neigh-
bourhood of x0. In particular, each /bre Ez, z = 0, contains an exact Lagrangian sphere HEz =5(Hz),
degenerating to HE0 = {x0}. Write L = HEr ⊂ M ; this inherits an obvious framing from Hr =
√
rSn.
We claim that the monodromy around @ RD(r), denoted by !∈Sympe(M), is isotopic to L.
From (1.2) one deduces that parallel transport in RD(r) \ {0} carries the HEz into each other.
Moreover, by the same argument as in Lemma 1.10, if one removes HE =
⋃
z H
E
z from E, parallel
transport can be extended over the singular /bre. Using parallel transport in radial directions one
constructs a trivialization IE :E \HE → RD(r)× (M \L) which is the identity on the /bre over r; this
is such that, in radial coordinates z = sei on the basis, ((IE)−1)∗= − RE ∧ d + dSE for some
functions RE = RE(s; ; x) and SE = SE(s; ; x) which vanish for x close to @M . This implies that !
restricted to M \ L is the time-2 map of the =ow generated by the time-dependent Hamiltonian
(; x) → RE(r; ; x). Clearly, [!]∈ 0(Sympe(M)) depends only on the behaviour of this function
in an arbitrarily small neighbourhood of L, or equivalently on (E; ) and  close to HE; since
HE ⊂ 5(W ) by de/nition, this can be determined from the local model (Cn+1; q). It remains to spell
out the computation.
De/ne an embedding – :T (@) → M , for some @¿ 0, by combining 5r = 5|(W ∩ q−1(r)) → M
with the inverse of the isomorphism r : q−1(r)→ T from the proof of Lemma 1.10. This satis/es
–∗ = T , –∗! = !T , and –(T (0)) = L. Because both IE and the trivialization I from (1.13) are
de/ned by radial parallel transport, there is a commutative diagram
 × (T \ T(0)) 
W \  ¯D(r) × (T() \ T(0))  
id × (l  T()\T(0))
E \ E 
E
¯D(r) × (M \ L).
	 | W \ 
n+1 \  
From this, 5∗ = !Cn+1 and (1.4) it follows that
(id × –)∗(T − REd+ dSE) = (id × –)∗((IE)−1)∗
= (I−1)∗Cn+1 = T − R˜s(6) ∧ d;
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and in particular that RE(r; ; –(y)) = R˜r(6(y)) for all . In view of the discussion above, and the
fact that R˜r(−t) = R˜r(t) − t, this implies the desired equality [!] = [L]. Now consider the path
c : [0; r] → RD(r), c(s) = r − s. Because symplectic parallel transport takes the HEz into each other,
the ball Bc from Lemma 1.13 must be the union of HEz for all z ∈ [0; r], and the vanishing cycle
is Vc = HEr = L ⊂ M , with the same framing as before. Therefore, what we have done up to now
proves (1.23) for this special class of exact Lefschetz /brations (E; ) and the particular path c.
More generally, let (E; ) be a exact Lefschetz /bration with arbitrary base S, and x0 ∈Ez0 a
critical point which admits a holomorphic Morse chart (3; 5) such that 5∗, 5∗ are standard. By
restricting to a suitably small disc around z0 in the base, and making the domains of 3; 5 smaller,
one can arrive at the situation considered before. This means that (1.23) is true at least for one
(short) path c with endpoint z0. But from that it follows easily for all other paths with the same
endpoint.
It remains to remove the assumption concerning 5. Let (E; ) be an arbitrary exact Lefschetz
/bration, c a path as in (1.22), and l a corresponding loop. With respect to the critical point in Ec(b),
take smooth families 6, 6 as in Lemma 1.6. These can be chosen such that in a neighbourhood
of Ec(a), 6= and 6= for all 6. The corresponding vanishing cycles V6c ⊂ Ec(a) form a smooth
isotopy of framed exact Lagrangian spheres, and similarly there is a smooth family of monodromies
!6l . For 6 = 1 our previous assumption about holomorphic Morse charts is satis/ed, and hence
[!l] = [!0l ] = [!
1
l ] = [V 1c ] = [V 0c ] = [Vc]∈ 0(Sympe(Ec(a))).
2. Pseudo-holomorphic sections
Before, we have considered exact Lefschetz /brations as geometric objects in the sense of elemen-
tary symplectic geometry; now we will apply the theory of pseudo-holomorphic curves to them. By
today’s standards, the necessary analysis is rather unsophisticated. The basic Gromov-type invariant
which will be introduced /rst uses only the most familiar techniques, on the level of the book [15].
Of course ours is a Lagrangian boundary-value problem, but the only part of the analysis which
speci/cally concerns the boundary is bubbling o< of holomorphic discs, which was addressed by
Floer [6] and Oh [16] (some more recent expositions are [10, Section A.4.3] and [7]). Later, when
considering relative invariants, we will use essentially the same analysis as in [24,19,30], even though
the geometric setting is rather di<erent. The remaining material (Sections 2.2, 2.3, and 2.5) is more
speci/cally designed for application to the exact sequence, and has a greater claim to originality.
2.1. A simple invariant
Let (E2n+2; ) be an exact Lefschetz /bration over S. A Lagrangian boundary condition is an
(n+ 1)-dimensional submanifold Q ⊂ E|@S which is disjoint from @hE and such that |Q :Q → @S
is a submersion, together with -Q ∈1(@S) and KQ ∈C∞(Q;R), satisfying |Q=∗-Q +dKQ. This
implies that each Qz = Q ∩ Ez, z ∈ @S, is an exact Lagrangian submanifold of Ez, with function
KQ|Qz (one could consider a more general situation in which the condition on |Q is dropped, so
that the Qz could have singularities; but we will not do that). From Lemma 1.3 one sees that parallel
transport along @S carries the Qz into each other, in the ordinary sense of the word; this holds in
the “exact” sense, that is to say as exact Lagrangian submanifolds, i< -Q = 0. Note also that if
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one equips E with a symplectic form  + ∗2 as in Lemma 1.5, Q itself becomes a Lagrangian
submanifold. The aim of this section is to introduce, in the case where S is compact with @S = ∅,
a Gromov-type invariant
I1(E; ; Q)∈H∗(QQ;Z=2);
where Q is some point of @S. In a nutshell, this is the cycle represented by the values at Q of
pseudo-holomorphic sections of E with boundary in Q.
To begin, we remind the reader of a class of almost complex structures suitable for exact symplec-
tic manifolds. The Liouville vector /eld N on such a manifold, iN!=, de/nes a collar R−×@M ,→
M . Let A be the function on a neighbourhood of @M whose composition with R− × @M ,→ M is
projection to the R− factor. An !-compatible almost complex J is called convex near the boundary
if  ◦ J = d(eA) near @M . This implies d(d(eA) ◦ J ) = −!, which serves to control the behaviour
of J -holomorphic curves. It is well known that the space of these J is contractible (in particular,
nonempty).
Given an exact Lefschetz /bration (E; ), one can consider the Liouville vector /eld on each /bre,
and this gives rise to a function A on a neighbourhood of @hE in E. Choose a complex structure j
on the base S (whenever we do that, now or later, j is assumed to be positively oriented and equal
to j0 in some neighbourhood of Scrit). An almost complex structure J on E is called compatible
relative to j if
(i) J = J0 in a neighbourhood of Ecrit;
(ii) D ◦ J = j ◦ D;
(iii) (·; J ·)|TEvx is symmetric and positive de/nite for any x∈E;
(iv) in a neighbourhood of @hE, J (TEh) = TEh and  ◦ J = d(eA).
To see more concretely the meaning of these conditions, take x ∈ Ecrit and split TEx = TEhx ⊕ TEvx ∼=
TSz ⊕ TEvx , z = (x). One can then write
Jx =
(
jz 0
J vhx J
vv
x
)
; (2.1)
where J vvx ∈End(TEvx ) is a complex structure compatible with |TEvx , and J vhx ∈Hom(TSz; TEvx ) is
C-antilinear with respect to j and J vv. This is a reformulation of (ii), (iii). An immediate consequence
is the following result, which sharpens Lemma 1.5.
Lemma 2.1. Let J be compatible relative to j. Then for any su?ciently positive 2∈2(S), +∗2
tames J.
Because of the lack of antisymmetry in (2.1), J will not be compatible with  + ∗2 in the
ordinary sense of the word, unless J vh = 0; we will return to this more restricted class of almost
complex structures in the next section. Continuing with the analysis of the conditions above, suppose
now that x∈E is suLciently close to @hE. More precisely, we require that A(x) is de/ned and that
(iv) applies. There is then a further splitting
TEvx ∼= RN ⊕ RR⊕ (ker ∩ ker dA ∩ TEvx ); (2.2)
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where N is the Liouville vector /eld and R is the Hamiltonian vector /eld of eA|Ez. The two parts
of (iv) say that J vhx = 0 and that with respect to (2.2),
J vvx =


0 −1 0
1 0 0
0 0 ∗

 : (2.3)
The pointwise analysis which we have just carried out can be recast in terms of sections of /-
bre bundles, and one sees then that the space J(E; ; j) of almost complex structures which are
compatible relative to j is contractible.
Suppose now that we have a Lagrangian boundary condition Q. The theory of pseudo-holomorphic
sections with boundary in Q /ts into a familiar framework of in/nite-dimensional manifolds and
maps. We will now review this, on a formal level, that is to say using C∞ spaces and without
assuming that S is compact. In that sense, J(E; ; j) is an in/nite-dimensional manifold; its tangent
space at J consists of sections Y ∈C∞(End(TE)) which are zero near Ecrit and can be written, in
parallel with (2.1), as
Yx =
(
0 0
Y vhx Y
vv
x
)
(2.4)
with Y vvx an in/nitesimal deformation of the compatible complex structure J
vv
x , and Y
vv
x J
vh
x +J
vv
x Y
vh
x =
−Y vhx jz. There is a further requirement about Y near @hE, the linearization of (iv), which we leave
to the reader to write down. The space B of sections u : S → E satisfying u(@S) ⊂ Q is also an
in/nite-dimensional manifold, with TBu = {X ∈C∞(u∗TEv) :Xz ∈T (Qz) for all z ∈ @S}; note that
u∗TEv → S is really a vector bundle, since u as a smooth section of  avoids Ecrit. Consider the
in/nite-dimensional vector bundle E → B × J(E; ; j) whose /bre at (u; J ) is 0;1(u∗TEv), the
space of (0; 1)-forms on (S; j) with values in u∗(TEv; J |TEv). It has a canonical section R@univ(u; J )=
1
2(Du + J ◦ Du ◦ j), and the zero set Muniv = ( R@univ)−1(0) consists of pairs (u; J ) such that u is
(j; J )-holomorphic. We denote by R@J ,MJ the restrictions of R@univ,Muniv to a /xed J ∈J(E; ; j). The
derivative of R@J at u∈MJ is a map Du;J :TBu → Eu;J . An explicit formula is Du;J (X )=12(LX˜ J )◦Du◦j
where X˜ is any section of TEv, de/ned on a neighbourhood of im(u) in E, such that u∗X˜ = X .
After choosing a torsion-free connection ∇ on TE (away from Ecrit) which preserves the integrable
subbundle TEv, one transforms this into the more familiar expression
Du;J (X ) = R@J;u∗∇X + 12(∇X J ) ◦ Du ◦ j; (2.5)
in which R@J;u∗∇ = (u∗∇)0;1 is the R@-operator associated to the pullback connection u∗∇ on
u∗(TEv; J |TEv). The derivative of R@univ, Dunivu;J :TBu × TJ(E; ; j)J → Eu;J , is obviously
Dunivu;J (X; Y ) = Du;J (X ) +
1
2Y ◦ Du ◦ j: (2.6)
From this point onwards, we pass to a more realistic situation, and assume that S is compact
with @S = ∅. Our /rst observation is a consequence of (iv). Informally speaking, it says that for the
purposes of pseudo-holomorphic sections, the boundary @hE of the /bres can be ignored.
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Lemma 2.2. For every J ∈J(E; ; j) there is a compact subset K ⊂ E \ @hE such that all u∈MJ
satisfy u(S) ⊂ K .
Proof. Let W ⊂ E be a closed neighbourhood of @hE which, under the collar embedding provided
by the Liouville vector /elds on the /bres, corresponds to [−;; 0]×@hE for some ;¿ 0. By de/nition
A(W ) = [ − ;; 0]. After possibly making W and ; smaller, we may assume that W ∩ Q = ∅, that
|TEh vanishes on W , and that (iv) holds there. From |TEhx =0 and J (TEhx ) = TEhx it follows that
(X; JX )¿ 0 for all X ∈TEx, x∈W . Take u∈MJ and consider the function h=eA◦u on U=u−1(W ).
This satis/es h|@U ≡ e−; and is subharmonic, because d(dh ◦ j) = d( ◦ J ◦Du ◦ j) =−u∗6 0. It
follows that h6 e−; everywhere, which shows that K = E \ int(W ) has the required property.
The action of u∈B is de/ned to be A(u) = ∫S u∗. This is actually the same for all u, since∫
S
u∗ =
∫
@S
u∗=
∫
@S
-Q: (2.7)
Therefore, if one equips E with a symplectic form  + ∗2 taming J , all the u∈MJ become
pseudo-holomorphic curves with the same energy 12
∫
S ‖Du‖2 = A(u) +
∫
S 2.
Lemma 2.3. MJ is compact in any Cr-topology.
Proof. We apply the Gromov compactness theorem for (j; J )-holomorphic maps S → E with bound-
ary in Q. The bubble components in the Gromov limit appear through a reparametrization which
“magni/es” successively smaller parts of the domain. Since in our case all maps are sections, the
bubbles are either nonconstant J -holomorphic spheres in some /bre Ez, or nonconstant J -holomorphic
discs in Ez, z ∈ @S, with boundary on Qz. But both are excluded by our assumptions, since  is
exact and Qz ⊂ Ez an exact Lagrangian submanifold.
A less formal version of the in/nite-dimensional framework introduced above involves spaces of
W 1;p-sections, p¿ 2. We omit the construction itself, and only mention its main consequence. For
(u; J )∈Muniv, the di<erential operator Du;J extends to a Fredholm operator W1u →W0u;J from the
W 1;p-completion W1u of TBu to the L
p-completion W0u;J of Eu;J . We denote this extension equally
by Du;J . If it is onto (in which case one says that u is regular), MJ is a smooth /nite-dimensional
manifold near u. If that holds for all u∈MJ , J itself is called regular, and the space of such J is
denoted by Jreg(E; ; Q; j) ⊂ J(E; ; j).
Lemma 2.4. Jreg(E; ; Q; j) is C∞-dense in J(E; ; j). In fact the following stronger statement
holds: take some nonempty open subset U ⊂ S and a J ∈J(E; ; j). Then there are J ′ ∈Jreg
(E; ; Q; j) arbitrarily close to J, such that J = J ′ outside −1(U ).
Proof. Even though this is a well-known argument, we recall part of it as a preparation for sub-
sequent more re/ned versions. Fix U and J . By Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3 there is an open subset
V ⊂ E with RV ∩ (@hE ∪ Ecrit) = ∅, such that im(u) ⊂ V for each u∈MJ . A modi/ed version of
the compactness argument shows that this property, with the same V , remains true for all almost
complex structures in J(E; ; j) which are suLciently close to J . We want to make J regular by
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perturbing it on V ∩ −1(U ). Take T ⊂ TJ(E; ; j)J to be the subset of those Y which vanish
outside V ∩ −1(U ), and consider the operator
Dunivu;J :W
1
u ×T→W0u;J (2.8)
given by the same formula as in (2.6). By a standard argument surjectivity of this operator implies
the desired result (strictly speaking, what comes up in this argument is a dense subspace of those
Y which have “/nite C∞; -norm”, but since the /rst component Du;J is Fredholm, this makes no
di<erence as far as surjectivity is concerned). Let F → S be the bundle dual to R0;1(u∗TEv), so that
(W0u;J )
∗ ∼= Lq(F), p−1 + q−1 = 1. Suppose that S∈Lq(F) is orthogonal to the image of (2.8). It
then satis/es
D∗u;J S= 0 on S \ @S and
∫
S
〈S; Y ◦ Du ◦ j〉= 0 for Y ∈T: (2.9)
The /rst equation implies that S is smooth away from the boundary. Suppose that z ∈U \ @S is a
point where Sz = 0, and set x= u(z)∈V ∩−1(U ). Take a (j; J )-antilinear map Z :TSz → TEvx such
that 〈Sz; Z ◦ j〉 = 0. One can see from (2.4) that there is a Y ∈TJ(E; ; j)J with Y vhx = Z , Y vvx = 0,
and this will satisfy 〈Sz; (Y ◦Du ◦ j)z〉 = 0. By multiplying Y with a bump function supported near
x, one can achieve that it lies in T and that
∫
S〈S; Y ◦Du ◦ j〉 = 0, a contradiction. This means that
S | (U \ @S) = 0. By unique continuation S | (S \ @S) = 0, which proves that S= 0.
Take some Q∈ @S and consider the map evQ :B → QQ, evQ(u) = u(Q). The next result belongs to
a type called “transversality of evaluation”.
Lemma 2.5. Let g be a smooth map from some arbitrary manifold G to QQ. Then, for any J and
U as in the previous lemma, there are J ′ ∈Jreg(E; ; Q; j) arbitrarily close to J, with J ′=J outside
−1(U ), such that evQ|MJ ′ is transverse to g.
Proof. In the same set-up as before, one now has to prove that for u∈MJ and x = u(Q)∈QQ, the
operator
W1u ×T→W0u;J × T (QQ)x; (X; Y ) → (Dunivu;J (X; Y ); XQ)
is onto. Take (S; 3) orthogonal to the image, with 3∈T (QQ)∨x . One still has (2.9) and as before it
follows that S= 0. Then 〈3; XQ〉= 0 for all X ∈W1u, so that 3= 0 as well.
For a given (E; ; Q) and Q, one now proceeds as follows. After choosing some j and a J ∈
Jreg(E; ; Q; j), one obtains a smooth compact moduli space MJ ; and then one sets
I1(E; ; Q) = (evQ)∗[MJ ]∈H∗(QQ;Z=2):
This is independent of the choice of j, J by a standard argument using parametrized moduli spaces.
The same reasoning shows that it remains invariant under any “smooth deformation” of the geometric
objects involved, that is to say of Q;; or of the /bration  :E → S itself, as long as one remains
within the class of exact Lefschetz /brations with Lagrangian boundary conditions. It seems pointless
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to formalize this notion of deformation, because the necessary conditions will be quite obviously
satis/ed in all our applications.
Remark 2.6. Since the regular spaces MJ are actual manifolds, one can re/ne I1(E; ; Q) by re-
garding it as an element of the unoriented bordism group MO∗(QQ). But even with this re/nement,
it is far from capturing all the information contained in MJ . To get more sophisticated invariants
one can use evaluation at several points, allowing those to move; we will now explain the simplest
version of this. Given Q∈ @S, choose a positively oriented path c : [0; 1] → @S, c(0) = c(1) = Q,
parametrizing the boundary component on which Q lies. Let t :Qc(t) → QQ be the di<eomorphisms
obtained from symplectic parallel transport along c|[t; 1]. Denote by T; U ⊂ Q2Q the diagonal and the
graph of 0, respectively. For regular J , the parametrized evaluation map
˜evQ : [0; 1]×MJ → [0; 1]× Q2Q ; ˜evQ(t; u) = (t; u(Q); t(u(c(t))))
represents a class I˜2(E; ; Q)∈H∗([0; 1] × Q2Q ; {0} × U ∪ {1} × T;Z=2), and this (as well as its
cobordism version) is an invariant of (E; ; Q). An example of this invariant will be computed in
Remark 2.17(iii).
Let S1; S2 be two compact surfaces with marked points Qk ∈ @Sk , and denote by S = S1#Q1∼Q2S2
their boundary connected sum (Fig. 2). To be precise, one should choose oriented embeddings
 k : RD+(1)→ Sk of the closed half-disc RD+(1)={z ∈C : |z|6 1; im z¿ 0} into Sk , such that  k(0)=
Qk and ( k)−1(@Sk)=[−1; 1]. Then, writing D+(!) for the open half-disc of some radius 0¡!¡ 1,
one forms S by taking the two Sk \  k(D+(!)) and identifying  1(z) with  2(−!−1z). Suppose that
we have exact Lefschetz /brations (Ek; k) over Sk , such that their symplectic connections are trivial
on im( k); together with Lagrangian boundary conditions Qk ⊂ Ek , such that the one-forms -Qk
vanish on  k([ − 1; 1]); and /nally, an exact symplectic manifold M with an exact Lagrangian
submanifold L, and isomorphisms k :M → (Ek)Qk satisfying k(L)= (Qk)Qk . One can then glue the
(Ek; k) and Qk to an exact Lefschetz /bration over S. To do that, one /rst uses symplectic parallel
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transport to construct embeddings
D+(1)−
D+(1) × M− 
k
k
k
Ek
Sk
such that k |{0} ×M = k . These will satisfy
(k)∗k = !; (k)∗k = + dRk; (k)−1(Qk) = [− 1; 1]× L
for some functions Rk . As in the pasting construction described in Section 1.1, one needs to introduce
modi/ed forms ˜k such that (k)∗˜k =  near {0} ×M . The functions KQk need to be modi/ed
accordingly, but that is rather straightforward, so we will not write it down explicitly. Now take
the Ek \k(D+(!)×M) and identify 1(z; x) with 2(−!z−1; x). This yields a manifold E with a
map  :E → S, and the remaining data matches up, producing the structure of an exact Lefschetz
/bration together with a Lagrangian boundary condition Q.
Assume that one has chosen complex structures j k on Sk such that the  k are holomorphic; these
determine a complex structure j on S. Take J k ∈J(Ek; k ; j k) such that (k)∗(J k) is the product of
the standard complex structure on RD+(1) and of some /xed !-compatible almost complex structure
on M (the same for both k). Then there is a canonical induced J ∈J(E; ; j). Note that even though
we have restricted the behaviour of J k over im(k), it is still possible to choose them regular, by
using the more precise statement in Lemma 2.4. Moreover, Lemma 2.5 says that for suitably chosen
J k , the evaluation maps evQk |MJ k :MJ k → QkQk ∼= L will be transverse to each other.
Proposition 2.7. Assume that J k ∈Jreg(Ek; k ; Qk ; j k) for k = 1; 2, and that the evQk |MJ k are mu-
tually transverse. Choose a su?ciently small parameter ! for the gluing. Then J ∈Jreg(E; ; Q; j),
and there is a di*eomorphism
MJ ∼=MJ 1 ×LMJ 2 ;
where the right-hand side is the :bre product of (evQ1 ; evQ2).
This is an average specimen of the “gluing theorem” type. The closest related argument in the
literature would seem to be the gluing theory for pseudo-holomorphic discs from [8, Section 18],
which is far more sophisticated than what we need here; as an alternative, one can probably adapt
the proof of the more familiar gluing theorem for closed pseudo-holomorphic curves [21, Section 6],
[15, Appendix A], [14]. The obvious next step would be to write down the outcome as a “gluing
formula”. However, while gluing will be important later, the situation then will be slightly di<erent
from that covered by Proposition 2.7. For this reason, further discussion is postponed to Section 2.4.
2.2. Horizontality
Let (E; ) be an exact Lefschetz /bration. Choose a complex structure j on its base. J ∈J(E; ; j)
is called horizontal if Jx(TEhx )= TE
h
x for all x ∈ Ecrit, or what is equivalent, if (·; J ·) is symmetric.
In terms of (2.1) these are just the J with J vh = 0, which shows that they form a contractible
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subspace Jh(E; ; j) ⊂ J(E; ; j). The importance of horizontal almost complex structures is that
they are sensitive to the geometry of the symplectic connection; the following is a particularly simple
instance of this.
Lemma 2.8. Let (E; ) be an exact Lefschetz :bration over a compact surface S, @S = ∅, with
a Lagrangian boundary condition Q. Assume that (E; ) has nonnegative curvature, and that the
boundary condition satis:es
∫
@S -Q ¡ 0. Then I1(E; ; Q) = 0.
Proof. For J ∈Jh(E; ; j), take a symplectic form +∗2 as in Lemma 2.1. Then J is compatible
with it in the ordinary sense of the word; we denote the associated metric by ‖ · ‖. Write |TEh =
f(∗2|TEh) with f∈C∞(E \ Ecrit ;R). For any map u from a compact Riemann surface, possibly
with boundary, to E there is the familiar equality 12
∫ ‖Du‖2 = ∫ u∗(+ ∗2)+ ∫ ‖ R@Ju‖2. Specialize
to sections u and split Du = (Du)h + (Du)v into horizontal and vertical parts. Since ‖(Du)h‖2 =
2(f(u) + 1)2, one obtains
1
2
∫
S
‖(Du)v‖2 +
∫
S
f(u)2 =
∫
S
u∗ +
∫
S
‖ R@Ju‖2: (2.10)
This implies that MJ = ∅. In fact, the curvature assumption is just that f¿ 0, while for u∈MJ
one would have
∫
S u
∗¡ 0 by (2.7) and the second assumption.
A section u : S → E is called horizontal if Duz(TSz)=(TEh)u(z) for all z ∈ S. To see the geometric
meaning of this, it is convenient to exclude temporarily the presence of critical points, so that (E; )
is an exact symplectic /bration. If u is horizontal, parallel transport along any path c : [a; b] → S
carries u(c(a))∈Ec(a) to u(c(b))∈Ec(b). In other words, if M is some /bre of E and x∈M the
unique point through which u passes, the structure group of the symplectic connection on E is
reduced from Sympe(M) to the subgroup Sympe(M; x) of maps preserving x. This entails a restriction
on the curvature, namely, writing |TEh = f(∗2|TEh) for some positive 2∈2(S), one has
d(f|Ez)u(z) = 0 for all z ∈ S: (2.11)
If u is horizontal, the symplectic vector bundle u∗TEv → S has a preferred connection ∇u, obtained
by linearizing parallel transport around u. Equivalently, this is induced from the connection on E by
the derivative map Sympe(M; x)→ Sp(TMx). Explicitly ∇uZX = u∗([Zh; X˜ ]), where X˜ is any section
of TEv with u∗X˜=X . Using the canonical isomorphism sp(V ) ∼= sym2(V ∗) for any symplectic vector
space V , one can write the curvature of ∇u as a two-form on S with values in quadratic forms on
the /bres of u∗TEv. In those terms it is given by F∇u = Hess(f|Ez)u(z)2, which is well de/ned by
(2.11). We say that ∇u is nonnegatively curved if all these Hessians are ¿ 0. The “in/nitesimal
deformations” of a horizontal section u are the covariantly constant sections, ∇uX = 0. If such a
section exists, it further reduces the structure group of (E; ) to the subgroup of maps in Sympe(M; x)
which preserve a certain tangent vector at x. The resulting curvature restriction is
Hess(f)u(z)(X (z); X (z)) = 0 for all z ∈ S: (2.12)
Finally, if one readmits critical points, all the formulae derived above remain valid, with essentially
the same proofs, except that when talking about the symplectic connection on E it is necessary to
restrict to a neighbourhood of a /xed horizontal section.
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The connection between the two notions which we have introduced so far is that a horizontal sec-
tion is (j; J )-holomorphic for any horizontal J. This provides a useful class of pseudo-holomorphic
sections with a geometric origin, but it also raises a problem: if the space of horizontal sections
has “too large dimension”, one cannot /nd an almost complex structure which is both regular and
horizontal. The rest of this section discusses this issue in more detail. Assume from now on that S
is compact with @S = ∅, and that we have a Lagrangian boundary condition Q. Write Mh for the
space of horizontal sections u which lie in B, meaning that u(@S) ⊂ Q. Since a horizontal section
is determined by its value at any point, evaluation at Q∈ @S identi/es Mh with a subset of QQ. As
observed above, Mh ⊂MJ for all J ∈Jh(E; ; j).
Lemma 2.9. Let U ⊂ S be a nonempty open subset, such that any partial section u :U → E|U
which is horizontal and satis:es u(@S ∩ U ) ⊂ Q is the restriction of some u′ ∈Mh. Then, given
some J ∈Jh(E; ; j), there are J ′ ∈Jh(E; ; j) arbitrarily close to it and which agree with it outside
−1(U ), with the property that any u∈MJ ′ \Mh is regular.
Proof. Take V ⊂ E as in the proof of Lemma 2.4. In parallel with the argument there, we have to
show that for any u∈MJ \Mh,
Dunivu;J :W
1
u ×Th →W0u;J (2.13)
is onto. Here Th =T ∩ TJh(E; ; j)J is the space of in/nitesimal deformations Y of J within the
class of horizontal almost complex structures, that is to say with Y vh = 0 in (2.4), and such that
Y = 0 outside V ∩ −1(U ). As before, an S which is orthogonal to the image of (2.13) is smooth
away from the boundary and satis/es∫
S
〈S; Y ◦ Du ◦ j〉= 0 for Y ∈Th: (2.14)
Suppose that u|U is horizontal. By assumption one could then /nd a u′ ∈Mh with u′|U = u|U ;
unique continuation for pseudo-holomorphic curves would imply that u′ = u, a contradiction. Hence
there is a z ∈U such that Duz(TSz) = (TEh)u(z). This is an open condition, so we can assume
that z ∈U \ @S. By choosing Y suitably in Th, one can make (Y ◦ Du ◦ j)z equal to any arbitrary
(j; J )-antilinear homomorphism TSz → (TEv)u(z). In particular, if Sz = 0 one can achieve that
〈Sz; (Y ◦ Du ◦ j)z〉 = 0, which after multiplying with a cuto< function leads to a contradiction with
(2.14). The same argument applies to all points close to z, proving that S vanishes on a nonempty
open subset, from which it follows that S= 0.
In particular, taking U = S shows that if Mh = ∅ then Jreg;h(E; ; Q; j) = Jreg(E; ; Q; j) ∩
Jh(E; ; j) ⊂ Jh(E; ; j) is a dense subset. In the same way one proves the following analogue
of Lemma 2.5.
Lemma 2.10. Let g be a smooth map from an arbitrary manifold G to QQ, for some Q∈ @S. Let
U ⊂ S be a nonempty open subset, such that there are no horizontal partial sections u :U → E|U
with u(@S ∩ U ) ⊂ Q. Given J ∈Jh(E; ; j), there are J ′ ∈Jreg;h(E; ; Q; j) arbitrarily close to it
and which agree with it outside −1(U ), such that evQ|MJ ′ is transverse to g.
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Let TZar(Mh)u be the Zariski tangent space of Mh at some section u. It consists of those
X ∈C∞(u∗TEv) that satisfy ∇uX = 0 and lie in TBu, meaning that X |@S ⊂ u∗(TQ ∩ TEv). The
next result helps to determine when u, considered as a pseudo-holomorphic section for some hori-
zontal almost complex structure, is regular.
Lemma 2.11. Take J ∈Jh(E; ; j) and u∈Mh. Then TZar(Mh)u ⊂ kerDu;J , and if moreover ∇u is
nonnegatively curved, the two spaces are equal.
Proof. We take the second derivative of (2.10) at u. This is well de/ned because the action A is
constant on B and the other terms vanish to /rst order at u. The outcome is that for X ∈TBu,∫
S
‖∇uX ‖2 +
∫
S
Hess(f ◦ u)(X; X )2 = 2
∫
S
‖Du;JX ‖2: (2.15)
If ∇uX =0 then Hess(f◦u)(X; X )=0 by (2.12), which implies that Du;JX =0. If ∇u has nonnegative
curvature, the converse also holds, since the second term in (2.15) is ¿ 0.
Call Mh clean if it is a smooth manifold and its tangent space is everywhere equal to TZarMh.
The next result can be considered as a limiting case of Lemma 2.8 (and is again just a sample
application, in itself without any great importance, but hopefully instructive).
Lemma 2.12. Assume that (E; ) has nonnegative curvature, and that the Lagrangian boundary
condition Q satis:es
∫
@S -Q = 0. In addition, assume that M
h is clean and that its dimension
agrees at every point with the index of Du;J . Then I1(E; ; Q) = [evQ(Mh)].
Proof. Take J ∈Jh(E; ; j), and consider (2.10). Since f¿ 0 and ∫S u∗=0, it follows that MJ =
Mh, and moreover that every u∈Mh satis/es f(u) ≡ 0, which in turn implies Hess(f|Ez)u(z)¿ 0.
Applying Lemma 2.11 shows that dim kerDu;J = dim TZarMh = dimMh = indDu;J , from which one
sees that cokerDu;J = 0; hence J is regular.
2.3. A vanishing theorem
Let L be a framed exact Lagrangian sphere in an exact symplectic manifold M . According to
Proposition 1.11 one can associate to it a standard /bration (EL; L) over RD(r) for some r ¿ 0. Each
/bre ELz , z = 0, contains a distinguished Lagrangian sphere HLz , described by Lemma 1.12; for z= r,
the isomorphism L :ELr → M takes HLr to L. De/ne the standard Lagrangian boundary condition
for (EL; L) to be
QL =
⋃
z∈@ RD(r)
HLz ;
-QL = d
c(− 14 |z|) | @ RD(r); KQL = 0: (2.16)
This is indeed a Lagrangian boundary condition, as one can see from (1.20). Our aim here is to
prove the following result about the invariant I1(EL; L; QL)∈H∗(HLr ;Z=2) ∼= H∗(L;Z=2):
Proposition 2.13. I1(EL; L; QL) = 0 for all M and L.
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The /rst part of the proof is a degeneration argument, in which one restricts the base to succes-
sively smaller discs. For 0¡s6 r set QL;s =
⋃
z∈@ RD(s) H
L
z ; together with -QL; s and KQL; s as before, it
is a Lagrangian boundary condition for (EL;s; L;s) = (EL; L) | RD(s). This constitutes a deformation
of (EL; L; QL) in a suitable sense; which means that if one identi/es HLr with H
L
s using parallel
transport along [s; r], then
I1(EL; L; QL) = I1(EL;s; L;s; QL;s) (2.17)
for all s. Now /x some J ∈Jh(EL; L; j), where j is the standard complex structure on RD(r). Let
ML; s be the space of sections RD(s)→ EL;s which are holomorphic with respect to j| RD(s) and J |EL;s,
and have boundary in QL;s. As s → 0, QL;s shrinks to the single critical point HL0 = {x0} of L, and
we would like to apply a compactness argument to elements of ML; s in the limit. This looks a bit
unpleasant as it stands, but one can modify the situation to make the degeneration of the QL;s less
singular, and then standard Gromov compactness is suLcient.
Lemma 2.14. For some 0¡r′6 r, there is a compact almost complex manifold with corners
(EˆL; Jˆ ), together with pseudo-holomorphic maps
−D(r ′ ) × D(1) D(r ′ )− −
L L


E E
m
L
where m(w; z) = wz is multiplication, such that the following properties are satis:ed:
(i) Away from ZL = (SL)−1(x0) ∩ (ˆL)−1(0; 0), the map SL identi:es (EˆL; ˆL) with the pullback
of (EL; L) by m. In particular, restricting to any w = s¿ 0 gives a pseudo-holomorphic
di*eomorphism
EˆL; s = (ˆL)−1({s} × RD(1))→ EL;s:
(ii) EˆL carries a symplectic form ˆL which tames its almost complex structure, and which is of
the form
ˆL = (SL)∗L + (ˆL)∗
(
i
2
dw ∧ d Rw + i
2
dz ∧ d Rz + d<
)
+ D;
with <= 14 im((r
′ − w) Rz dz), and where D is supported in a small neighbourhood of ZL.
(iii) (EˆL; ˆL) contains a Lagrangian submanifold with boundary QˆL which projects to [0; r′]×S1 ⊂
RD(r′)× RD(1) and satis:es
SL(QˆL ∩ (ˆL)−1({s} × S1)) =
{
QL;s; s¿ 0;
{x0}; s= 0:
It is convenient to begin with the local model for the construction. Choose some r′¿ 0 and set
E= {x∈Cn+1 : ‖x‖6 2
√
r′; |q(x)|6 r′};  = !Cn+1 |E;
= q :E → RD(r′); Q =
⋃
z∈@ RD(r′)
Hz; (2.18)
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where q is our standard quadratic function, and Hz is as in (1.11). In parallel with the reasoning
above, one can also introduce (Es; s) = (E; )| RD(s) and Qs = ⋃z∈@ RD(s) Hz for s∈ (0; r′]. Take the
pullback of (E; ) by the multiplication map, m∗E={(w; z; x)∈ RD(r′)× RD(1)×E : q(x)=wz} ⊂ Cn+3.
This has one singular point (0; 0; 0), which can be resolved by blowing it up inside Cn+3 and taking
the proper transform of m∗E. The outcome, which we denote by Eˆ, comes with maps
−D(r ′ ) × D(1) − D(r ′ ) .−
 
E E
m

(i′) S is a pullback map away from Z = S−1(0) ∩ ˆ−1(0; 0).
That is obvious from the de/nition. Consider the two-form
 +
i
2
dw ∧ d Rw + i
2
dz ∧ d Rz + d<= !Cn+3 + d< (2.19)
on RD(r′)× RD(1)×E, where < is as in Lemma 2.14(ii). We claim that this is symplectic and tames the
obvious complex structure. All one needs to verify is that (d<)(·; i·) is nonnegative, which one can do
by decomposing d<=(d<)1;1+(d<)0;2+(d<)2;0; then (d<)1;1=re(r′−w) i4 dz∧d Rz is nonnegative since
re(r′−w)¿ 0, while (d<)0;2(·; i·) vanishes because it is a two-form of type (0; 2), and similarly for
(d<)2;0. Now pull back (2.19) to the blowup, make it symplectic by adding a two-form D supported
near the exceptional divisor, and restrict that to Eˆ. The outcome is:
(ii′) There is a symplectic form ˆ on Eˆ which tames the complex structure, and which is of the
form S∗+ (ˆ)∗( i2 dw ∧ d Rw+ i2 dz ∧ d Rz + d<) + D, with D supported in a small neighbourhood
of Z .
The subset
{(w; z; x) :w∈ [0; r′]; |z|= 1; x∈Hwz} ⊂ m∗E (2.20)
is a submanifold, since it is the image of the embedding S1 ×Z=2 RBn+1(1) → Cn+3, (z; y) →
(|y|2; z2; zy). It is also Lagrangian with respect to (2.19); which is in fact the reason for our
choice of symplectic form. De/ne Qˆ to be the preimage of (2.20) in Eˆ; provided that the sup-
port of D has been chosen suLciently small, this is again a Lagrangian submanifold. By construction
one has
(iii′) ˆ(Qˆ) = [0; r]× S1, and
S(Qˆ ∩ ˆ−1({s} × S1)) =
{
Qs; s¿ 0;
{0}; s= 0:
Proof of Lemma 2.14. Take a holomorphic Morse chart (3; 5) around x0 ∈EL0 as provided by Lemma
1.12(ii). After restricting the domains, we may assume that 3 is the inclusion RD(r′) ,→ RD(r) for
some 0¡r′6 r, that 5 is de/ned on the set E ⊂ Cn+1 from (2.18), and that QL;s = 5(Qs) for all
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0¡s6 r′. Construct a diagram
−D(r ′ ) × D(1) − D(r ′ )−
L
L,r′
E
EL EL,r′
E
m
L
m*EL
m*E
m*	 	
as follows: pull back EL by multiplication m; the map m∗5 induced by 5 identi/es neighbourhoods
of the singular points (0; 0; 0)∈m∗E and (0; 0; x0)∈m∗EL; which means that there is a resolution
EˆL → m∗EL
modelled locally on Eˆ → m∗E. The given almost complex structure J induces one on m∗E, for
which m∗5 is holomorphic; this and the complex structure on Eˆ de/ne the almost complex structure
Jˆ . Part (i) of the lemma now follows from the corresponding statement (i′) in the local model.
Next, take the two-form L + i2dw∧ d Rw+ i2dz ∧ d Rz+d< on m∗EL; due to the nonnegative curvature
of standard /brations, see Lemma 1.12(ii), and to the fact that J is horizontal, this will tame the
almost complex structure away from the singular point. One gets ˆL by gluing this together with
the symplectic form ˆ from the local model, and that proves (ii). Similarly, the de/nition of QˆL
follows that of Qˆ, and (iii′) implies (iii).
Returning to the moduli spaces ML; s of pseudo-holomorphic sections, we can now carry out the
compactness argument mentioned above:
Lemma 2.15. Choose some neighbourhood of the critical point x0 ∈EL. For su?ciently small s, the
image of all u∈ML; s will lie in that neighbourhood.
Proof. Let (sk) be a sequence in (0; r′] converging to zero, and uk ∈ML; sk a corresponding sequence
of sections. By Lemma 2.14(i), there is for each k a unique pseudo-holomorphic map
uˆ k : RD(1)→ EˆL
with SL(uˆ k(z)) = uk(skz) and ˆL(uˆ k(z)) = (sk ; z). By part (iii) of the same lemma, this maps S1 to
QˆL. Moreover, its energy is independent of k, since∫
RD(1)
uˆ∗kˆ
L =
∫
RD(sk)
u∗k
L +
∫
RD(1)
i
2
dz ∧ d Rz +
∫
RD(1)
i
4
(r′ − sk)im(d Rz ∧ dz) +
∫
RD(1)
uˆ∗kD
=

2
sk + +

2
(r′ − sk) + 0 = 
(
1 +
r′
2
)
:
Here we have used (1.20) for the /rst term; and the last term is zero because, without changing
its cohomology class, one can modify D to make its support arbitrarily close to Z , in which case,
since uk avoids the critical point x0; uˆ k would not meet the support of D. One can apply Gromov
compactness to the sequence uˆ k : ( RD(1); S1) → (EˆL; QˆL); the limit of some subsequence will be
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a pseudo-holomorphic “cusp disc” or “stable disc” uˆ∞. Since im(uˆ k) ⊂ (ˆL)−1({sk} × RD(1)), we
have im(uˆ∞) ⊂ (ˆL)−1({0} × RD(1)). Composing with SL yields a “cusp disc” u∞ in E whose
boundary lies in SL(QˆL ∩ (ˆL)−1({0}× S1)) = {x0}. Because L is exact, u∞ is necessarily constant
equal to x0. On the other hand, the image of uk , for k large and in our subsequence, lies in an
arbitrarily small neighbourhood of the image of u∞. The rest is straightforward.
The second part of the proof of Proposition 2.13 is an explicit computation in the local model
(E; ) from (2.18). Note that while this is not an exact Lefschetz /bration, it still makes sense to
consider the spaces Ms of holomorphic sections w : RD(s) → Es with boundary in Qs. In fact Qs is
a Lagrangian submanifold of Cn+1, as one can see from (1.12), and the maximum principle ensures
that any holomorphic disc in Cn+1 with boundary in Qs is actually contained in Es.
Lemma 2.16. Ms consists of maps w(z) = s−1=2az + s1=2 Ra, where a∈Cn+1 satis:es q(a) = 0 and
‖a‖2 = 12 . All these maps are regular, in the sense that the associated Fredholm operators are
surjective.
Proof. The holomorphic functions v : RD(s) → C which satisfy v(z)∈ z1=2R for all z ∈ @ RD(s) are
v(z)= s−1=2cz+ s1=2 Rc, for c∈C. All components of w∈Ms must be of this form, and the conditions
on a come from q(w(z)) = z. As for regularity, since we are dealing with the standard complex
structure J0 on Cn+1; Dw;J0 is an actual R@-operator, see (2.5). Its kernel consists of holomorphic maps
X : RD(s) → Cn+1 such that X (z)∈√zRn for z ∈ @ RD(s), and Dq(w(z))X (z) = 2∑k wk(z)Xk(z) = 0
for all z. The same argument as before determines all such X explicitly, the outcome being that
kerDw;J0 ∼= R2n−1. Using the Riemann–Roch formula for surfaces with boundary one computes that
indDw;J0 = 2n− 1, which shows that the cokernel is zero.
The condition on a can be written as
‖re a‖2 = ‖im a‖2 = 14 ; 〈re a; im a〉= 0
so thatMs can be identi/ed with the sphere bundle S(T ∗Sn) by mapping a to (u; v)=(−2 im a; 2 re a).
With this and the di<eomorphism Sn → Hs, x →
√
sx, one can identify the evaluation evs :Ms → Hs
with the projection to the base S(T ∗Sn)→ Sn. This clearly represents the zero cycle in H∗(Sn;Z=2).
Hence, if one de/ned an invariant I1(Es; s; Qs) in this local model, it would vanish.
Proof of Proposition 2.13. As in the proof of Lemma 2.15, we consider a holomorphic Morse chart
(3; 5) with 5 de/ned on E ⊂ Cn+1 for some r′¿ 0. We know that for some suLciently small
s¿ 0, all u∈ML; s lie in im(5). Recall that 5 is holomorphic with respect to the standard complex
structure J0 on E and to J on EL; and that it takes Qs to QL;s. This implies that composition with
5 yields a di<eomorphism
S S .
L	
evs evs
M
L,s
M
s =
~
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It is easy to see that, for w∈Ms and u= 5 ◦ w∈ML; s, the kernels and cokernels of the associated
operators Dw;J0 ; Du;J coincide. This shows that J |EL;s is regular, and that the evaluation cycle
ML; s → HLs can be identi/ed with projection S(T ∗Sn) → Sn, which as observed before is zero in
homology; together with (2.17) this completes the argument.
Remark 2.17. (i) As pointed out in Remark 2.6, I1 can be re/ned to an invariant taking values
in unoriented bordism. Proposition 2.13 also applies to this re/nement, since (2.17) comes from a
cobordism of moduli spaces and the projection S(T ∗Sn)→ Sn is obviously cobordant to zero.
(ii) Suppose that (E1; 1; Q1) is a standard /bration with its standard boundary condition, and that
we have another exact Lefschetz /bration (E2; 2; Q2), such that the two can be glued together to
(E; ; Q) as in Section 2.1. Proposition 2.13 together with Proposition 2.7 implies that I1(E; ; Q)
will then be zero. By pushing this reasoning a little further, one arrives at the following result: let
(E; ) be an arbitrary exact Lefschetz /bration over a compact base S, with Lagrangian boundary
condition Q. Assume that there is a path c : [a; b]→ S with c(a)∈ @S; c−1(Scrit)={b}, and c′(b) = 0,
whose vanishing cycle Vc(a) is isotopic to Qc(a) as an exact Lagrangian submanifold in Ec(a); then
I1(E; ; Q) = 0.
(iii) Despite the vanishing of their I1-invariant, the moduli spaces of pseudo-holomorphic sections
of a standard /bration are never empty. To see this, one has to use the invariant I˜2 mentioned in
Remark 2.6. The computation of this can be reduced to the local model in the same way as before,
using Lemma 2.15. The relevant parametrized evaluation map then becomes
[0; 1]×Ms → [0; 1]× Hs × Hs;
(t; w) → (t; w(s); ei(1−t)w(se2it)): (2.21)
Here Hse2it → Hs; x → ei(1−t)x arises as parallel transport along @ RD(s) in positive direction. Using
Lemma 2.16 one can make (2.21) even more concrete, identifying it with
[0; 1]× S(T ∗Sn)→ [0; 1]× Sn × Sn;
(t; u; v) → (t; v;−cos(t)v− sin(t)u):
It is now easy to see that I˜2(EL; L; QL) is nonzero: it is the image of the fundamental class [Sn×Sn]
under the map
H∗(Sn × Sn;Z=2)→ H∗(Sn × Sn; T ∪ RT;Z=2)
∼= H∗([0; 1]× Sn × Sn; {0} × RT ∪ {1} × T;Z=2)
where T; RT are the diagonal and antidiagonal, respectively.
2.4. Relative invariants
A surface with strip-like ends is an oriented connected surface S, together with /nite sets I−; I+
and oriented proper embeddings {<e: R− × [0; 1] → S}e∈I− ; {<e : R+ × [0; 1] → S}e∈I+, such that
<−1e (@S) = R± × {0; 1}. The images of the <e (the ends of S) should be mutually disjoint, and the
complement of the union of all ends should be a relatively compact subset of S. We will always
assume that there is at least one end.
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De/ne an exact Lefschetz :bration trivial over the ends of S to be an exact Lefschetz /bration
(E; ), whose regular /bres are isomorphic to some exact symplectic manifold M , together with
smooth trivializations {Ue :R− × [0; 1] × M → <∗eE}e∈I− ; {Ue:R+ × [0; 1] × M → <∗eE}e∈I+, such
that U∗e; U∗e are equal to the pullbacks of !;  by the projection R± × [0; 1] ×M → M . When
considering a Lagrangian boundary condition Q for such an exact Lefschetz /bration, we will always
impose the additional condition that -Q vanishes on im(<e)∩@S. To see the signi/cance of this, recall
that the family Qz ⊂ Ez of Lagrangian submanifolds is preserved by symplectic parallel transport
along @S. Since the symplectic connection is trivial on the ends, it follows that U−1e (Q) = (R± ×
{0} × Le;0) ∪ (R± × {1} × Le;1) for some pair of Lagrangian submanifolds Le;0; Le;1 ⊂ M ; we say
that Q is modelled on (Le;0; Le;1) over the end e. Using the de/nition of a Lagrangian boundary
condition, one /nds that
d(KQ ◦ Ue) |R± × {k} × Le;k = (|Le;k)− (<∗e -Q|R± × {k}):
Our assumption is that the second term on the right-hand side vanishes, which implies that KQ(Ue
(s; k; y)) is independent of s. It follows that Le;k is an exact Lagrangian submanifold in a canonical
way, with associated function KLe; k (y) = KQ(Ue(s; k; y)).
In this situation, and under the additional assumption that the intersections Le;0∩Le;1 are transverse
for all e, we will associate to (E; ) and Q a relative invariant, which is a map between Floer
cohomology groups
Irel0 (E; ; Q) :
⊗
e∈I+
HF(Le;0; Le;1)→
⊗
e∈I−
HF(Le;0; Le;1):
This is a modi/ed version of the frameworks described in [24,19,25]. The fact that Irel0 goes from
positive to negative ends has to do with the use of Floer cohomology, which we think of as
behaving contravariantly. This is of course largely a matter of convention. In any case, there is no
real di<erence between positive and negative ends, as one can be turned into the other by switching
from <e(s; t) to <e(−s; 1− t). Doing that does not change the relative invariant, up to the “PoincarWe
duality” isomorphism HF(Le;0; Le;1) ∼= HF(Le;1; Le;0)∨. One could therefore formulate the theory using
only one kind of ends, bringing it closer to a (1+1)-dimensional TQFT. Finally, we should mention
that the transverse intersection condition can be lifted. This goes by a standard argument, using the
same “continuation map” technique as the proof of isotopy invariance of Floer cohomology. We will
not discuss that further, since it is not necessary for our immediate purpose.
To begin with, a brief review of Floer cohomology, just to remind the reader of the special
features of the “exact” situation. Let M be an exact symplectic manifold and (L0; L1) a pair of
transversally intersecting exact Lagrangian submanifolds. The action functional on the path space
P(L0; L1) = {c∈C∞([0; 1]; M) : c(0)∈L0; c(1)∈L1} is
aL0 ;L1(c) =−
∫
c∗+ KL1(c(1))− KL0(c(0))
(as pointed out to me by Oh, this form of the action functional appears in [17], and is then used
crucially in his papers with Milinkovic). Its critical points are the constant paths cx at points x∈L0∩
L1. We write aL0 ;L1(x)=aL0 ;L1(cx)=KL1(x)−KL0(x) for their action. The Floer cochain space CF(L0; L1)
is the vector space over Z=2 with a basis given by these points; we denote the canonical basis vectors
by 〈x〉. Let J(M) be the space of smooth families J = (Jt)06t61 of almost complex structures on
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M , each of which is !-compatible and convex near the boundary. For J ∈J(M) and x± ∈L0 ∩ L1,
one considers the space FJ (x−; x+) of maps
A = A(s; t): R× [0; 1]→ M;
A(R× {0}) ⊂ L0; A(R× {1}) ⊂ L1;
@A=@t = Jt@A=@s;
lim
s→±∞ A(s; ·) = cx± ; (2.22)
where the limit is understood to be in the C1-topology on P(L0; L1). There is a natural R-action on
FJ (x−; x+) by translation in s-direction. We denote by F∗J (x−; x+) the subspace of maps which are
not R-invariant. Solutions A of (2.22) can be interpreted as negative gradient =ow lines for aL0 ;L1 in an
L2-metric on P(L0; L1); of course, this implies that F∗J (x−; x+)=∅ whenever aL0 ;L1(x−)6 aL0 ;L1(x+).
To each A∈FJ (x−; x+) one can associate an operator DA;J which linearizes (2.22), and which is
Fredholm in suitable Sobolev spaces. There is a dense subspace Jreg(M; L0; L1) ⊂ J(M) of almost
complex structures J for which all DA;J are onto, and then the spaces FJ (x−; x+), as well as the
quotients F∗J (x−; x+)=R, are smooth manifolds. In that case one de/nes nJ (x−; x+)∈Z=2 to be the
number mod 2 of isolated points in F∗J (x−; x+)=R. The map
dJ 〈x+〉=
∑
x−
nJ (x−; x+)〈x−〉
has square zero, making CF(L0; L1) into a di<erential vector space. HF(L0; L1) is de/ned to be its
cohomology ker dJ =im dJ . Unlike dJ itself, Floer cohomology can be shown to be independent of J
up to canonical isomorphism. It is also invariant under deformations of L0 or L1 as exact Lagrangian
submanifolds.
We now start constructing the relative invariant associated to (E; ) and Q. Choose a point
xe ∈Le;0 ∩ Le;1 for each end e, and write B({xe}) for the space of smooth sections u : S → E
such that u(@S) ⊂ Q, and which over the ends have the form U−1e ◦ u ◦ <e(s; t) = (s; t; Ae(s; t)) with
maps Ae :R± × [0; 1] → M satisfying lims→±∞Ae(s; ·) = cxe , in the same sense as in (2.22). The
action integral A(u) =
∫
S u
∗! is convergent for all u∈B({xe}), and one gets a formula analogous
to (2.7):
A(u) =
∑
e∈I−
aLe; 0 ;Le; 1(xe)−
∑
e∈I+
aLe; 0 ;Le; 1(xe) +
∫
@S
-Q: (2.23)
Take a complex structure j on S (equal to j0 near Scrit as always) which, on the ends, is induced
from the standard complex structure j± on R± × [0; 1]. Choose also a Je = (Je; t)06t61 ∈J(M)
for each e. Then J(E; ; j; {Je}) denotes the contractible space of almost complex structures J
on E which are compatible relative to j, and such that U∗e J , for each e, is the almost complex
structure on R± × [0; 1] ×M given by j± × Je; t at a point (s; t; y). For any such J , we denote by
MJ ({xe}) ⊂ B({xe}) the subspace of sections u which are (j; J )-holomorphic. The formal picture
from Section 2.1 still applies: one has the vector bundle EJ → B({xe}), its canonical section R@J
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whose zero-set is MJ ({xe}), as well as their “universal” versions Euniv; R@univ. Turning this picture
into an analytically realistic one is more complicated than in the compact case. Still, the procedure
is by now standard, and so we will not say more about it, except to mention that the derivative Du;J
of R@J again extends to a Fredholm operator from a suitably de/ned W 1;p-version W1u of TB({xe})u
to an Lp-version W0u;J of Eu;J . This allows one to de/ne the notion of regularity of u∈MJ ({xe}),
and of J ∈J(E; ; j; {Je}), in the same way as before. The subspace of regular J is denoted by
Jreg(E; ; Q; j; {Je}).
Remark 2.18. It is maybe helpful to mention that Floer’s equation (2.22) itself can be made to /t
into this framework. Namely, take the surface S=R× [0; 1] and the trivial exact symplectic /bration
 :E= S ×M → S, with the Lagrangian boundary condition Q=(R×{0}×L0)∪ (R×{1}×L1); it
is a tautology that this is modelled over the two ends of S on (L0; L1). Take the standard complex
structure j on S, the same Je ∈J(M) for both ends e, and de/ne J ∈J(E; ; j; {Je}) to be the
product j × Je; t at a point (s; t; y). Sections u : S → E with u(@S) ⊂ Q are of the form u(s; t) =
(s; t; A(s; t)), where A :R×[0; 1]→ M is a map satisfying the boundary condition in (2.22). Moreover,
u is (j; J )-holomorphic i< @A=@t = Je; t@A=@s, so that one can identify MJ (x−; x+) =FJe(x−; x+) for
all x±.
In parallel with the exposition in Section 2.1, we will now discuss the basic properties of the
spaces MJ ({xe}). The next two results are analogues of Lemmas 2.2 and 2.4, and their proofs are
the same.
Lemma 2.19. For every J ∈J(E; ; j; {Je}) there is a closed subset K ⊂ E\@hE such that |K :K →
S is proper, and which over the ends has the form U−1e (K) = R± × [0; 1] × Ke for some compact
Ke ⊂ M \ @M , such that u(S) ⊂ K for all u∈MJ ({xe}) and all points {xe}.
Lemma 2.20. Jreg(E; ; Q; j; {Je}) is C∞-dense in J(E; ; j; {Je}). More precisely, given some
nonempty open subset U ⊂ S which is disjoint from the ends, and a J ∈J(E; ; j; {Je}), there are
J ′ ∈Jreg(E; ; Q; j; {Je}) arbitrarily close to J , such that J = J ′ outside −1(U ).
The remaining issue is compactness. After taking a symplectic form + ∗2 on E as in Lemma
2.1, and the associated metric, one /nds that 12
∫
W ‖Du‖26A(u) +
∫
W 2 for any compact subset
W ⊂ S and u∈MJ ({xe}). Repeating the argument in Lemma 2.3, one derives from this that
any sequence (ui) in MJ ({xe}) has a subsequence which is Cr-convergent on compact subsets. It
is necessary to go beyond this somewhat coarse result, and to study sequences (ui) in the more
appropriate Gromov–Floer topology. A compacti/cation RMJ ({xe}) of MJ ({xe}) in this topology
can be constructed by adding “broken sections”. Since a very similar notion is part of the standard
analytical package underlying Floer theory, we will not de/ne the topology, and only describe the
compacti/cation as a set. Each point of it consists of
(i) the “principal component” u∈MJ ({xˆe}) for some {xˆe};
(ii) for each end e∈ I±, a /nite sequence of points xˆe;0; : : : ; xˆe; le ∈Le;0 ∩ Le;1; le¿ 0. If the end is
negative (positive), this should satisfy xˆe;0 = xe and xˆe; le = xˆe (xˆe;0 = xˆe and xˆe; le = xe);
(iii) Floer =ow lines Ae;m ∈F∗Je(xˆe;m−1; xˆe;m)=R, for each e and 16m6 le.
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Suppose that a sequence (ui) converges to such a limit. One sees from (2.23) that for all i,
A(ui) = A(u) +
∑
e
∑
16m6le
(aLe; 0 ;Le; 1(xˆe;m−1)− aLe; 0 ;Le; 1(xˆe;m)): (2.24)
Note that all terms of the
∑
are ¿ 0; therefore A(u)6A(ui), with equality i< le =0 for all ends e.
We will need another piece of information about the limit, which can be derived from the de/nition
of the Gromov–Floer topology and a “gluing theorem” for linear elliptic operators. Namely, for i0,
indDui;J = indDu;J +
∑
e
∑
16m6le
indDAe;m;Je : (2.25)
From now on assume that Je ∈Jreg(M; Le;0; Le;1) for all e, and that J ∈Jreg(E; ; Q; j; {Je}). Then
indDu;J ¿ 0 and indDAe;m;Je ¿ 0 on the right-hand side of (2.25), so that the left-hand side can be
zero only if indDu;J =0 and le =0 for all e. It follows that the zero-dimensional part of MJ ({xe}),
for any {xe}, is compact, hence a /nite set. Write WJ ({xe})∈Z=2 for the number of points modulo
two in this set, and consider the map
CIrel0 (E; ; Q; J ) :
⊗
e∈I+
CF(Le;0; Le;1)→
⊗
e∈I−
CF(Le;0; Le;1) (2.26)
given by the matrix with entries WJ ({xe}), that is to say
CIrel0 (E; ; Q; J )
(
⊗
e∈I+
〈xe〉
)
=
∑
{xe}e∈I−
WJ ({xe}e∈I−∪I+)
(
⊗
e∈I−
〈xe〉
)
:
A standard argument, involving the structure at in/nity of the one-dimensional part of MJ ({xe}),
shows is that there is an even number of points in RMJ ({xe}) of the following form: le is 1 for
a single end e = f, and zero for all other e, so that the point is a pair (u; Af;1); and moreover
indDu;J = 0; indDAf; 1 ;Jf = 1. Algebraically, what this says is that CI
rel
0 (E; ; Q; J ) is a chain map.
The relative invariant Irel0 (E; ; Q) is de/ned to be the induced map on cohomology.
The next step is to show that this is independent of the choice of j and J , keeping the Je /xed for
the moment. Any two j0; j1 can be connected by a family j6; 06 66 1, which remains constant on
the ends; correspondingly, for J 0 ∈Jreg(E; ; Q; j0; {J e}); J 1 ∈Jreg(E; ; Q; j1; {J e}) one can /nd a
family J 6 joining them, which is regular in the parametrized sense (this is not the same as saying that
each J 6 should itself be regular, which would be impossible to achieve in general). The parametrized
moduli spaces
M
para
(J 6)({xe}) =
⋃
06661
{6} ×MJ 6({xe})
are then smooth manifolds, and they have a parametrized version of the Gromov–Floer compacti/ca-
tion. In particular, the zero-dimensional parts are again /nite sets, so that one can use the number of
points @({xe})∈Z=2 in them to de/ne a map h(E; ; Q; (J 6)) between the same groups as in (2.26).
Arguing along the same lines as when proving that CIrel0 is a chain map, one can show that h is a
homotopy between CIrel0 (E; ; Q; J
0) and CIrel0 (E; ; Q; J
1). The same argument can be used to show
that Irel0 (E; ; Q) remains invariant under deformations of the geometric data, that is to say of Q
or (E; ) itself, as long as the structure of the ends remains unchanged. Finally, we should prove
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that the relative invariant is independent of the Je, which more accurately means that it commutes
with the canonical isomorphisms between Floer cohomology groups for di<erent Je. We omit this
entirely, both because it is not important for our purpose, and because it would require a digression
concerning “continuation maps”.
Two ways of gluing together surfaces with strip-like ends will play a role later on. One of them
is a close cousin of that considered as in Section 2.1. It can be formulated in various degrees of
generality, but we will need only one special case. Suppose then that S1 is a surface with strip-like
ends, and S2 a compact surface, together with points Qk ∈ @Sk (Q1 should not lie on any end; that
can of course always be achieved by making the ends smaller). Let (Ek; k) be exact Lefschetz
/brations over Sk with Lagrangian boundary conditions Qk ; (E1; 1) should be trivial over the ends.
We also want to have M; L, maps k :M → (Ek)Qk , and trivializations ( k ;k), with the same
properties as in Section 2.1. The boundary connected sum S= S1#Q1∼Q2S2 is a surface with the same
kind of strip-like ends as S1. As before one constructs an exact Lefschetz /bration (E; ) on it with
a Lagrangian boundary condition Q, modelled over the ends on the same Lagrangian submanifolds
as Q1.
Choose complex structures j k on Sk such that ( k)∗j k is standard; j1 should also be standard
on the ends. Take {Je} and J 1 ∈Jreg(E1; 1; Q1; j1; {Je}) as when de/ning the relative invariant of
(E1; 1; Q1); as an additional condition, we want (1)∗J 1 to be the product of the standard complex
structure on RD+(1) and some /xed almost complex structure on M . By Lemma 2.20 this can be
done while still achieving regularity. Using Lemmas 2.4 and 2.5 one /nds a J 2 ∈Jreg(E2; 2; Q2; j2)
with the same restriction on (2)∗J 2, and such that the evaluations
evQ1 |MJ 1({xe}) :MJ 1({xe})→ Q1Q1 ∼= L;
evQ2 |MJ 2 :MJ 2 → Q2Q2 ∼= L (2.27)
are transverse to each other for every {xe}. Let J ∈J(E; ; j; {Je}) be the almost complex structure
constructed from J 1; J 2. As in Proposition 2.7, this will be regular for small values of the parameter
!, and
MJ ({xe})[0] ∼= (MJ 1({xe})×LMJ 2)[0]; (2.28)
where the [0] denotes on both sides the zero-dimensional component of these manifolds. We will
not need the full “gluing formula” which one can obtain from this, but only a special case:
Lemma 2.21. If I1(E2; 2; Q2) = 0 then Irel0 (E; ; Q) = 0.
Proof. For simplicity, suppose that I1(E2; 2; Q2) vanishes even when taken in the cobordism ring
MO∗(L). This means that there is a compact manifold with boundary G and a smooth map g :G → L,
such that @G=MJ 2 and g|@G=evQ2 . After perturbing it slightly, one can assume that g is transverse
to all maps evQ1 in (2.27). Then the /bre products
G({xe}) =MJ 1({xe})×L G (2.29)
are smooth manifolds. The evaluation map extends continuously to the Gromov–Floer compacti/-
cation, so that one can de/ne compacti/cations RG({xe}) in the obvious way. It is not diLcult to
see, using (2.26), that the zero-dimensional part G({xe})[0] is a /nite set; one counts the points
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3J;G;g({xe})∈Z=2 in it, and uses that to de/ne a map k between the Floer cochain groups associ-
ated to (E1; 1; Q1), as in (2.26). We claim that this is a homotopy between CI0rel(E; ; Q; J ) and
the zero map. As usual, the proof is based on analysing the ends of the one-dimensional moduli
spaces. The closure in RG({xe}) of the one-dimensional part G({xe})[1] is a compact one-manifold
with boundary, and its boundary points are of two kinds: /rst, boundary points of G({xe})[1] itself,
@G({xe})[1] = (MJ 1({xe})×L @G)[0] ∼=MJ ({xe})[0]; their number modulo two is WJ ({xe}) by de/ni-
tion. The second kind of boundary points are of the form (u; Af;1)×q∈ RMJ ({xe})×L G. This means
that for some end f, and points {xˆe} with xˆe = xe for all e = f, one has
u× q∈G({xˆe})[0]; Af;1 ∈
{
(F∗(xf; xˆf)=R)[0] if e is a negative end;
(F∗(xˆf; xf)=R)[0] if e is a positive end:
The number of such boundary points is∑
f∈I−
∑
xˆf
nJf(xf; xˆf)3J;G;g({xˆe}) +
∑
f∈I+
∑
xˆf
3J;G;g({xˆe})nJf(xˆf; xf)∈Z=2:
The fact that this is equal to WJ ({xe}) gives precisely the desired equality dk+kd=CIrel0 (E; ; Q; J ).
The other and maybe more obvious gluing process is to join together two ends. Assume that S1; S2
are surfaces with strip-like ends, such that S1 has a single positive end e1, and S2 a single negative
end e2 (this is not really a restriction since, as has been mentioned before, positive ends can be
turned into negative ones and vice versa). Choose some A¿ 0, and de/ne S = S1#e1∼e2S2 by taking
S1 \ <e1((A;∞) × [0; 1]) and S2 \ <e2((−∞;−A) × [0; 1]), and identifying <e1(s; t) with <e2(s − A; t)
for (s; t)∈ [0; A]× [0; 1]. The ends of S are the negative ends of S1 together with the positive ends
of S2. After choosing complex structures j k on Sk which are standard over the ends, there is an
obvious induced complex structure j on S.
Let (L0; L1) be a pair of exact Lagrangian submanifolds in M . Suppose that we have exact
Lefschetz /brations (Ek; k) over Sk , trivial over the ends, and Lagrangian boundary conditions
Q1; Q2 for them modelled on (L0; L1) over e1 and over e2, respectively. Then one can form an exact
Lefschetz /bration (E; ) over S by identifying Ue1(s; t; y)∈E1 with Ue2(s− A; t; y)∈E2, in parallel
with the construction on the base. This comes with an obvious Lagrangian boundary condition Q.
Choose almost complex structures J k on Ek so as to de/ne relative invariants CIrel0 (E
k; k ; Qk ; J k).
We require that the Jek ∈Jreg(M; L0; L1) on which J k is modelled over the end ek should be the same
for k = 1; 2. Then J 1 and J 2 match up to an almost complex structure J on E, which is compatible
relative to j.
Proposition 2.2. For :xed J 1; J 2, if one chooses A to be su?ciently large, then J is regular.
Moreover, denoting again by [0] the zero-dimensional components, and by I−; I+ the negative and
positive ends of S, one has
MJ ({xe})[0] ∼=
⋃
x∈L0∩L1
MJ 1({xe}e∈I− ; x)[0] ×MJ 2(x; {xe}e∈I+)[0]
for any {xe}e∈I−∪I+.
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The method used in the proof of this is the same as when setting up Floer cohomology. A
thorough exposition of a closely related result can be found in [24, Section 4.4]. The implication
for the relative invariants is clear:
CIrel0 (E; ; Q; J ) = CI
rel
0 (E
1; 1; Q1; J 1) ◦ CIrel0 (E2; 2; Q2; J 2); (2.30)
which proves the main TQFT-style property of relative invariants, namely, that they are functorial
if one regards the gluing S = S1#e1∼e2S2 as composition of the surfaces S1; S2.
2.5. Horizontality and relative invariants
The aim of this section is to extend the methods of Section 2.2 to surfaces with strip-like ends.
Throughout, (E; ) will be an exact Lefschetz /bration over such a surface S, trivial on the ends,
together with a Lagrangian boundary condition Q modelled over the ends on pairs L0; e; L1; e ⊂ M of
transversally intersecting exact Lagrangian submanifolds. For {xe}e∈I−∪I+ with xe ∈L0; e ∩ L1; e write
Y({xe}) =
∑
e∈I−
aL0; e ;L1; e(xe)−
∑
e∈I+
aL0; e ;L1; e(xe):
By (2.23) A(u)=Y({xe})+
∫
@S -Q for all u∈B({xe}). After /xing a complex structure j on S which
is standard on the ends, and a Je ∈J(M) for each e, we consider the space
Jh(E; ; j; {Je}) =Jh(E; ; j) ∩J(E; ; j; {Je})
of almost complex structures J , compatible relative to j, which are horizontal and have prescribed
behaviour on the ends. The two conditions do not contradict each other, since the model on each
end, the almost complex structure j± × Je on the trivial /bration R± × [0; 1]×M → R± × [0; 1], is
obviously horizontal. A little more thought shows that Jh(E; ; j; {Je}) is contractible. Choosing J
in that space, one /nds that for all u∈B({xe}),
1
2
∫
S
‖(Du)v‖2 +
∫
S
f(u)2 = A(u) +
∫
S
‖ R@Ju‖2: (2.31)
Here ‖ · ‖ is the metric on TEv associated to  and J ; 2∈2(S) is a positive two-form; and f
is the function de/ned by |TEh = f(∗2|TEh). Because the symplectic connection is trivial on
the ends, f(u) is compactly supported. Eq. (2.31) is obviously the analogue of (2.10), and can be
proved in the same way. Recall that (E; ) has nonnegative curvature i< f¿ 0. From this we draw
two conclusions:
Lemma 2.23. Assume that (E; ) has nonnegative curvature, and choose J ∈Jh(E; ; j; {Je}). Then
MJ ({xe}) = ∅ for all {xe} with Y({xe})¡−
∫
@S -Q.
Lemma 2.24. In the same situation, let  be the minimum of aL0; e ;L1; e(x−)−aL0; e ;L1; e(x+), taken over
all e and all x± ∈L0; e ∩ L1; e for which this is ¿ 0. Then the space MJ ({xe}) is compact, in the
Gromov–Floer topology, for all {xe} such that Y({xe})¡−
∫
@S -Q + .
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Proof. Consider a sequence (ui) in MJ ({xe}) which converges to (u; {Ae;m})∈ RMJ ({xe}). The def-
inition of < implies that in (2.24), each aLe; 0 ;Le; 1(xˆe;m−1)− aLe; 0 ;Le; 1(xˆe;m)¿ ; therefore
A(u)6A(ui)−
(∑
e
le
)
:
By assumption A(ui) = Y({xe}) +
∫
@S -Q ¡, while on the other hand, A(u)¿ 0 by nonnegative
curvature and (2.31). This is only possible if le = 0 for all e, so that the limit actually lies in
MJ ({xe}).
As before, denote by Mh the space of horizontal sections with boundary values in Q. The pres-
ence of strip-like ends makes this space somewhat simpler than in the case which we have en-
countered before. Take an arbitrary u∈B and consider ue(s; t) = U−1e ◦ u ◦ <e(s; t) = (s; t; Ae(s; t));
u is horizontal over the end e i< Ae ≡ x∈M is constant, in which case the boundary conditions
Ae(s; 0)∈Le;0, Ae(s; 1)∈Le;1 imply that x∈Le;0 ∩ Le;1. Since a horizontal section is determined by
its value at any one point, for any e and any x∈Le;0 ∩ Le;1 there can be at most one u∈Mh
such that Ae ≡ x. Thus Mh is a /nite disjoint union of the subsets Mh({xe}) =Mh ∩ B({xe}),
each of which consists of at most one element. One easily proves the following limiting case of
Lemma 2.23:
Lemma 2.25. For (E; ) and J as in Lemma 2:23, suppose that {xe} satisfy Y({xe}) = −
∫
@S -Q;
then MJ ({xe}) =Mh({xe}).
To translate these elementary observations into results about relative invariants, one needs to
address again the question of regularity of horizontal almost complex structures; in other words,
what is required are analogues of Lemmas 2.9 and 2.11. For the /rst of these, both the statement
and proof as essentially the same as in the original situation; the second needs to be adapted a
little.
Lemma 2.26. Let U ⊂ S be a nonempty open subset disjoint from the ends, such that any partial
section w :U → E|U which is horizontal and satis:es w(@S ∩ U ) ⊂ Q is the restriction of a
u∈Mh. Then, given some J ∈Jh(E; ; j; {Je}), there are J ′ ∈Jh(E; ; j; {Je}) arbitrarily close to
it and which agree with it outside −1(U ), such that for all {xe}, any u∈MJ ({xe}) \Mh is
regular.
Lemma 2.27. Let (E; ) and J be as in Lemma 2.23. If u∈Mh is a horizontal section with A(u)=0,
then kerDu;J = 0.
Proof. Formally, taking the second derivative of (2.31) at u yields the same formula (2.15) as in the
case of a compact S, but a little care needs to be exercised about its validity. It certainly holds for
those elements of TBu = {X ∈C∞(u∗TEv): Xz ∈T (Qz) for z ∈ @S} which are compactly supported,
and by continuity, for all X in the W 1;2-completion; to be precise, this Sobolev space is with respect
to the metric ‖ · ‖ and the connection ∇u on u∗TEv. We actually want to use the formula with
X ∈W1u and this is a space of W 1;p-sections with p¿ 2, hence not contained in W 1;2. However, if
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one assumes additionally that Du;JX = 0 there is no problem, because any such X is smooth and
decays exponentially on the ends, as do its derivatives.
From A(u) = 0 and (2.31) it follows that f(u) ≡ 0, so that the Hessians Hess(f|Ez)u(z) are
nonnegative. One then sees from (2.15) that any X ∈W1u with Du;JX =0 satis/es ∇uX =0. Choose
some end e and write x = xe. The trivialization Ue induces a trivialization of the vector bundle
<∗e (u∗TEv) → R± × [0; 1], which identi/es it with the trivial bundle with /bre TMx. In this way,
Y = <∗eX becomes a map R± × [0; 1] → TMx. Since the connection ∇u is compatible with the
trivialization, ∇uX =0 implies that Y must be constant. On the other hand, the boundary conditions
which are part of the de/nition of TBu and of W1u tell us that Ys;k ∈T (Le;k)x for k = 0; 1. Because
the Le;k intersect transversally, it follows that Y =0, hence that X |im(<e)=0. Since X is covariantly
constant, it must be zero everywhere.
The next result summarizes what progress we have made so far, as well as the implications for
the coeLcients WJ ({xe}) of the relative invariant.
Proposition 2.28. Assume that (E; ) has nonnegative curvature, and that any u∈Mh satis:es
A(u) = 0 and indDu;J = 0. Set - =
∫
@S -Q.
(i) Let U ⊂ S be a nonempty open subset, disjoint from the ends, such that any partial horizontal
section w :U → E|U with w(@S ∩U ) ⊂ Q extends to a u∈Mh. Then for any J ∈Jh(E; ; j; {Je})
there are J ′ ∈Jreg;h(E; ; Q; j; {Je}) =Jh(E; ; j; {Je}) ∩Jreg(E; ; Q; j; {Je}) arbitrarily close to J ,
and which agree with it outside −1(U ).
(ii) If Je ∈Jreg(M; L0; e; L1; e) for all e, and J ∈Jreg;h(E; ; Q; j; {Je}), then
WJ ({xe}) =
{
0 if Y({xe})¡− -;
#Mh({xe}) if Y({xe}) =−-:
Proof. (i) Take a J ′ as given by Lemma 2.26. Then all u∈MJ ′({xe}) are regular except possibly
for the horizontal ones. These satisfy A(u)= 0, so we can apply Lemma 2.27 to them, showing that
kerDu;J ′=0, and by assumption on the index, that cokerDu;J ′=0; which means that they are regular
as well.
(ii) This follows immediately from Lemmas 2.23 and 2.25, in view of the de/nition of
WJ ({xe}).
An algebraic language suitable for encoding results of this kind is that of R-graded vector spaces,
that is to say vector spaces C equipped with a splitting C=⊕r∈RCr . All vector spaces occurring here
will be over Z=2 and /nite-dimensional; in particular, their support supp(C) = {r ∈R :Cr = 0} is
always a /nite set. Let I ⊂ R be an interval. We say that C has gap I if there are no r; s∈ supp(C)
with r − s∈ I . A map f :C → D between graded R-vector spaces is said to be of order I if
f(Cr) ⊂ ⊕s∈r+IDs for all r.
Floer cochain groups are obvious examples: C =CF(L0; L1) is canonically R-graded, with Cr the
subspace spanned by those 〈x〉 with aL0 ;L1(x) = r. Because of its gradient =ow interpretation, the
Floer di<erential dJ is of order (0;∞). In a rather trivial way, this can always be strengthened
slightly; namely, there is an ¿ 0 such that C has gap (0; ), and then dJ is of order [;∞). One
can reformulate Proposition 2.28(ii) in this language as follows:
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Lemma 2.29. Take (E; ); Q and - as in Proposition 2:28, with Je; J as in part (ii). Then the
map CI0rel(E; ; Q; J ) is of order [ − -;∞). For a more precise statement, take ¿ 0 to be the
minimum of Y({xe}) + -, ranging over all {xe} where this is positive. Then CIrel0 (E; ; Q; J ) =
 + (CIrel0 (E; ; Q; J ) − ), where the :rst summand is of order {−-} and the second of order
[− - + ;∞). Moreover,  is determined by the horizontal sections:

(
⊗
e∈I+
〈xe〉
)
=
∑
{xe}e∈I−
#Mh({xe}e∈I−∪I+)
(
⊗
e∈I−
〈xe〉
)
:
There is a version of this for the homotopies between the CI0rel for di<erent choices of (j; J ).
The proof applies the same ideas as before to parametrized moduli spaces, and is left to the reader.
Lemma 2.30. Let (E; ); Q and - be as in Proposition 2:28. Consider two complex structures j k
on S; k =0; 1, and correspondingly two almost complex structures J k ∈Jreg;h(E; ; Q; j; {Je}); note
that the Je are supposed to be the same for both k. Then the maps CI0rel(E; ; Q; J
k) are homotopic
by a chain homotopy which is of order (−-;∞).
It is a familiar idea that when dealing with maps between R-graded vector spaces, the “lowest
order term” is usually the most important, and knowing it is often suLcient to resolve a question.
A particular instance of this is relevant for our purpose.
Lemma 2.31. Let D be an R-graded vector space with a di*erential dD of order [0;∞). Suppose
that D has gap [;; 2;) for some ;¿ 0. One can then write dD = D + (dD − D) with D of order
[0; ;), satisfying D2 = 0, and (dD− D) of order [2;;∞). Suppose that in addition, H (D; D)= 0; then
H (D; dD) = 0.
Proof. Thanks to the gap assumption, supp(D) can be decomposed into disjoint subsets R1; : : : ; Rm
such that for r ∈Ri, s∈Rj,
r − s


6− 2;; i¡ j;
∈ (−;; ;) i = j;
¿ 2; i¿ j:
De/ne a descending /ltration of (D; dD),
Fk =
⊕
r∈Rk∪Rk+1∪···∪Rm
Dr:
There is a “spectral sequence” which takes the form of a sequence (Ek; @k) of di<erential vector
spaces, such that Ek+1 =H (Ek; @k). It starts with E0 =⊕iFi=Fi+1, which has a di<erential @0 induced
by dD. In our case this can be identi/ed with (D; D), so the assumption says that E1 = 0. On the
other hand, Ek ∼= H (D; dD) for k0.
Lemma 2.32. Take three R-graded vector spaces C ′; C; C ′′, each of them with a di*erential of
order (0;∞). Suppose that we have di*erential maps b:C ′ → C; c :C → C ′′ and a homotopy
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h :C ′ → C ′′ between c ◦ b and the zero map, such that the following conditions are satis:ed for
some ;¿ 0:
(i) C ′; C ′′ have gap (0; 3;), and C has gap (0; 2;).
(ii) For all r ∈ supp(C ′) and s∈ supp(C ′′); |r − s|¿ 4;.
(iii) One can write b=2+(b−2) with 2 of order [0; ;) and (b−2) of order [2;;∞); and c=<+(c−<)
with the same properties. The low order parts (which do not need be di*erential maps) :t
into a short exact sequence of vector spaces
0→ C ′ 2→C <→C ′′ → 0:
(iv) h is of order [0;∞).
Then the maps on cohomology induced by b; c /t into a long exact sequence
H(C", dC").H(C', dC') H(C, dC)
b* c* (2.32)
Proof. Consider intervals Ir =[r; r+ ;) for r ∈ supp(C ′), and Ir =(r− ;; r] for r ∈ supp(C ′′). By (i),
(ii) these are pairwise disjoint, and the distance between any two of them is ¿ 2;. From (iii) one
sees that supp(C) is contained in the union of these intervals, which shows that D = C ′ ⊕ C ⊕ C ′′
has gap [;; 2;). Consider the di<erential dD = D+ (dD − D),
dD =


dC′ 0 0
b dC 0
h c dC′′

 ; D=


0 0 0
2 0 0
0 < 0

 :
We know that dC′ ; dC; dC′′ ; (b− 2); (c− <) are of order [2;;∞). Combining (ii) with (iv) shows
that h is of order [4;;∞), so that (dD − D) is of order [2;;∞). On the other hand, D is of order
[0; ;), and (iii) says that H (D; D) = 0. Lemma 2.31 shows that H (D; dD) = 0, which by a general
fact implies the existence of a long exact sequence (2.32).
3. Wrapping it up
Technically, the proof of the exact sequence is an application of Lemma 2.32. The spaces
C ′; C; C ′′ which occur in the lemma will be Floer cochain spaces, and the maps b; c relative
invariants. While the de/nition of b is rather straightforward, that of c uses some of the geometry
from Chapter 1, speci/cally the standard /brations constructed in Section 1.2. In both cases, the
desired properties follow from nonnegative curvature, that is to say Proposition 2.28 and related
results. The homotopy h is obtained by comparing two di<erent constructions of a particular ex-
act Lefschetz /bration. Nonnegative curvature again plays a role in analysing it, but the vanishing
theorem of Section 2.3 is also important.
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3.1. Preliminaries
This section sets up the framework for the whole chapter. The data are: M is an exact symplectic
manifold. L0; L1 ⊂ M are exact Lagrangian submanifolds. L ⊂ M is an exact Lagrangian sphere,
which comes with a di<eomorphism f : Sn → L and a symplectic embedding – :T (@)→ M for some
@¿ 0, such that –|T (0)=f. We use the Dehn twist L de/ned using – and a function R. Also given
are small constants ;; D¿ 0. The following conditions are required to hold:
(I) L ∩ L0; L ∩ L1; L0 ∩ L1 are transverse intersections, and L ∩ L0 ∩ L1 = ∅.
(II) The actions aL0 ;L1(x) of distinct points x∈L0 ∩ L1 di<er by at least 3;. Secondly, as (x0; x1)
runs over (L0 ∩ L) × (L ∩ L1), the numbers aL0 ;L(x0) + aL;L1(x1) di<er pairwise by at least 3;.
Thirdly, for any x∈L0 ∩ L1; (x0; x1)∈ (L0 ∩ L)× (L ∩ L1) one has
|aL0 ;L1(x)− aL0 ;L(x0)− aL;L1(x1)|¿ 5;:
(III) For all yk ∈f−1(L ∩ Lk); k = 0; 1, the distance dist(y0; y1) in the standard metric on Sn is
¿ 2D.
(IV) –∗= T |T (@) is the standard one-form, and the function KL associated to L is zero. Moreover,
each –−1(Lk) ⊂ T (@) is a union of /bres; one can write this as
–−1(Lk) =
⋃
y∈–−1 (L∩Lk)
T (@)y: (3.1)
(V) R satis/es 0¿ 2R(0)¿− ;, and is such that L is D-wobbly.
Remark 3.1. Since we will establish the exact sequence under these conditions, it is necessary to
convince ourselves that they do not restrict its validity in any way. Suppose then that we are
given arbitrary exact Lagrangian submanifolds L0; L1 and a framed exact Lagrangian sphere (L; [f])
in M . After perturbing the submanifolds slightly, one can assume that (I) holds. Another such
perturbation achieves (II) for some ;¿ 0. This is an instance of a general fact: by moving one of two
transverse exact Lagrangian submanifolds slightly, the action of the intersection points can be changed
independently of each other, by arbitrary suLciently small amounts. Choose some representative f of
the framing. Since L0∩L1∩L=∅, (III) is automatically true for some D¿ 0. Because the intersections
L ∩ Lk are transverse, one can /nd a symplectic embedding – :T (@) → M , for some @¿ 0, which
extends f and such that –−1(L∩ Lk) is a union of /bres. By replacing  with +dH for a suitable
H , and making @ smaller, one can ensure that –∗ = T is satis/ed. Note that when one modi/es
 in this way, the functions associated to exact Lagrangian submanifolds change accordingly. One
can use this and the freedom in the choice of H to arrange that KL becomes equal to zero. In any
case, the values of the action functional at intersection points remain the same, so that this does not
interfere with (II). We have now satis/ed (IV). It is no problem to choose R such that (V) holds for
the previously obtained ;; D. None of the changes which we have made a<ects Floer cohomology.
Therefore, once the exact sequence is established for the modi/ed data, it also holds for the original
ones.
Next, we need to draw some elementary inferences. Condition (IV) implies that dKLk = |Lk
vanishes on Lk ∩ im(–); in other words KLk ◦ – is constant on each /bre in (3.1). Let  be the model
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Dehn twist from which L is constructed. The function K associated to it was determined in Lemma
1.8. Now KL vanishes outside im(–) and, again by (IV), satis/es KL ◦ –= K. Concretely
KL(–(y)) = 2(R
′(‖y‖)‖y‖ − R(‖y‖))
=−2R(0) + 2
∫ ‖y‖
0
(R′(‖y‖)− R′(t)) dt: (3.2)
In particular KL |L=−2R(0), which by (V) lies in [0; ;). The same condition says that R′ decreases
monotonically from R′(0) = 12 until it reaches the value D, and thereafter takes values in [0; D). By
combining this with (3.2) one obtains the estimate, valid for all y∈T (@) with R′(‖y‖)¿ D,
− 2R(0)¿KL(–(y))¿− 2R(0)− 2
∫ ∞
0
R′(t) dt = 0: (3.3)
Now consider the R-graded vector spaces
C ′ = CF(L; L1)⊗ CF(L(L0); L);
C ′′ = CF(L0; L1):
The /rst part of (II) implies that C ′′ has gap (0; 3;). Clearly, a point x˜0 lies in L(L0) ∩ L i<
x0 = −1L (x˜0) lies in L0 ∩ L1. By de/nition of KL(L0) and the computation above,
aL(L0);L(x˜0) = aL0 ;L(x0)− KL(x0) = aL0 ;L(x0) + 2R(0): (3.4)
Hence C ′ can be identi/ed with CF(L; L1) ⊗ CF(L0; L) up to a shift in the grading, which is by a
constant of size ¡;. It therefore follows from (II) that C ′ has gap (0; 3;), and that the distance
between the supports of C ′; C ′′ is at least 4;. To summarize, what we have shown is that C ′; C ′′
satisfy the assumptions (i), (ii) of Lemma 2.32.
Lemma 3.2. L(L0); L1 intersect transversally, and there are injective maps
p : (L(L0) ∩ L)× (L ∩ L1)→ L(L0) ∩ L1;
q :L0 ∩ L1 → L(L0) ∩ L1
such that L(L0)∩L1 is the disjoint union of their images. These maps have the following properties:
(i) q is the inclusion q(x)=x. It preserves the values of the action functional, aL(L0);L1(x)=aL0 ;L1(x).
Moreover, for any w∈ L(L0)∩L1 and x∈L0∩L1 with w = q(x) one has aL0 ;L1(x)−aL(L0);L1(w) ∈
[0; 3;).
(ii) Set x˜ = p(x˜0; x1). Then
06 aL(L0);L1(x˜)− aL(L0);L(x˜0)− aL;L1(x1)¡;: (3.5)
Moreover, for any w∈ L(L0)∩L1 and (x˜0; x1)∈ (L(L0)∩L)× (L∩L1) with w = p(x˜0; x1) one
has aL(L0);L1(w)− aL(L0);L(x˜0)− aL;L1(x1) ∈ [0; 3;).
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(iii) Suppose that there are xk ∈L∩Lk; k=0; 1, whose preimages yk = –−1(xk) are antipodes on Sn.
Since |Sn is the antipodal map, x˜0=L(x0) is equal to x1 (hence x1 ∈ L(L0)∩L∩L1, and these
are all such triple intersection points). In that case p(x˜0; x1)= x˜0=x1, and aL(L0);L1(p(x˜0; x1))=
aL(L0);L(x˜0) + aL;L1(x1).
Proof. Conditions (I) and (IV) imply that L0∩L1∩ im(–)=∅. Since L is the identity outside im(–),
one has L0 ∩ L1 = (L(L0) ∩ L1) \ im(–), so that q can indeed be de/ned to be the inclusion. The
equality aL(L0);L1(x) = aL0 ;L1(x) follows from the fact that KL vanishes outside im(–).
There is a bijective correspondence between pairs (x˜0; x1)∈ (L(L0)∩ L)× (L∩ L1) and (y0; y1)∈
–−1(L0 ∩ L) × –−1(L ∩ L1), given by setting y0 = –−1(−1L (x˜0)), y1 = –−1(x1). As a consequence of
(IV),
–−1(L(L0) ∩ L1) =
⋃
y0 ;y1
(T (@)y0) ∩ T (@)y1 : (3.6)
Since  is D-wobbly (V) and dist(y0; y1)¿ 2D (III), one can apply Lemma 1.9 which tells us
that each subset on the right-hand side of (3.6) consists of exactly one point. Fix temporarily some
(y0; y1) and write (T (@)y0) ∩ T (@)y1 = {y˜}; x˜ = –(y˜). One de/nes p(x˜0; x1) = x˜. Then
aL(L0);L1(x˜) =KL1(x˜)− KL(L0)(x˜)
=KL1(x˜)− KL0(−1L (x˜))− KL(−1L (x˜)):
By construction y˜ lies in the /bre T (@)y1 , and since KL1 ◦ – is constant on /bres, KL1(x˜) = KL1(x1).
The same reasoning shows that KL0(
−1
L (x˜))=KL0(x0), where x0 = 
−1
L (x˜0). Moreover, one sees from
(3.2) that KL is invariant under L, so that KL(
−1
L (x˜)) = KL(x˜). With this and (3.4) in mind, one
continues the computation
aL(L0);L1(x˜) =KL1(x1)− KL0(x0)− KL(x˜)
= aL;L1(x1) + aL0 ;L(x0)− KL(x˜)
= aL;L1(x1) + aL(L0);L(x˜0)− KL(–(y˜))− 2R(0): (3.7)
Lemma 1.9 also says that R′(‖y˜‖)¿ D. Combining this with (3.3) and (V) shows that −KL(–(y˜))−
2R(0) lies in [0; ;), which completes our proof of (3.5).
It is clear from their de/nitions that p; q are injective. A point of L(L0) ∩ L1 falls into im(q) or
im(p) depending on whether it lies inside or outside im(–), hence the two images are disjoint and
cover L(L0) ∩ L1. The transversality follows from Lemma 1.9 for im(p) and from that of L0 ∩ L1
for im(q). We now turn to the claim made in the last sentence of (i). Supposing that w is a point of
L0 ∩ L1 di<erent from x, one has |aL(L0);L1(w)− aL0 ;L1(x)|= |aL0 ;L1(w)− aL0 ;L1(x)|¿ 3; by (II). In the
remaining case, which is when w=p(x˜0; x1), (3.5) shows that |aL(L0);L1(w)−aL0 ;L1(x)|¿ |aL(L0);L(x˜0)+
aL;L1(x1)− aL0 ;L1(x)| − ;. We already know that the supports of C ′; C ′′ are at least 4; apart, and one
concludes that |aL(L0);L1(w) − aL0 ;L1(x)|¿ 3;. A similar argument, paying a little more attention to
signs, proves the parallel statement in (ii). Finally, the only nonobvious things in (iii) are the fact
that p(x˜0; x1) = x1 and the statement about the action. But these follow from Lemma 1.9 and the
de/nition of p, respectively, from (3.7) and KL |L=−2R(0).
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Fig. 3.
Lemma 3.2 and (II) imply that the actions aL(L0);L1(x) of di<erent points x∈ L(L0)∩ L1 di<er by
at least 2;. In fact, for two such points which lie in im(q) the statement follows from (i) in the
lemma; for two points which lie in im(p), from (ii); and combining the two parts shows it when
one point lies in im(p) and the other in im(q). Set
C = CF(L(L0); L1):
We have just seen that this has gap (0; 2;). De/ne maps 2 :C ′ → C; < :C → C ′′ by 2(〈x1〉⊗〈x˜0〉)=
〈p(x˜0; x1)〉 and <(〈p(x˜0; x1)〉) = 0; <(〈q(x)〉) = 〈x〉. The result above shows that these are of order
[0; ;) and /t into a short exact sequence as in Lemma 2.32(iii). What remains to be done is to
realize them as “low-order parts” of chain maps b; c, and to construct the homotopy h.
3.2. The :rst map
Let S be the surface in Fig. 3, which has three boundary components @kS and three strip-like ends
(two positive and a negative one). Take the trivial exact symplectic /bration : E=S×M → S, with
∈2(E); ∈1(E) pulled back from !; . Equip this with the Lagrangian boundary condition
Q = (@1S × L(L0)) ∪ (@2S × L) ∪ (@3S × L1); -Q is zero, and KQ(z; x) is equal to KL(L0)(x); KL(x)
or KL1(x), for z in the respective component @kS. This gives rise to a relative invariant
Irel0 (E; ; Q): HF(L; L1)⊗ HF(L(L0); L)→ HF(L(L0); L1):
The purpose of this section is to analyse this more closely, on the cochain level. Fix a complex
structure j on S, trivial over the ends, and let U ⊂ S be the open set shaded in Fig. 3.
Lemma 3.3. (E; ; Q) and U satisfy the conditions of Proposition 2.28(i).
Proof. The curvature of (E; ) is zero. A section u(z) = (z; A(z)) is horizontal i< A(z) ≡ x∈M
is constant, and it further satis/es u(@S) ⊂ Q i< x∈ L(L0) ∩ L ∩ L1. If W ⊂ S is a connected
open subset which intersects all three boundary components, the same description applies to partial
horizontal section w :W → E|W with w(W ∩ @S) ⊂ Q. As a consequence, any such section can be
extended to u∈Mh. This is in particular true for W = U .
Fix some x∈ L(L0)∩L∩L1 and the corresponding constant section u∈Mh. By de/nition A(u)=0,
and it remains to prove that indDu;J = 0. From the description of the points x in Lemma 3.2(iii),
together with the corresponding local statement in Lemma 1.9, it follows that there is a symplectic
isomorphism TMx ∼= Cn which takes the tangent spaces to L(L0), L, and L1 to Rn; e2i=3Rn, and
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Fig. 4.
ei=3Rn, respectively. Since the index is independent of the almost complex structure, we may choose
J = j× JM to be the product of j and some !-compatible JM on M . We may also assume that the
isomorphism TMx ∼= Cn takes JMx to the standard complex structure. By de/nition, the domain of
Du;J are sections of the vector bundle u∗(TEv; J |TEv) ∼= S × TMx, with boundary conditions given
by the tangent spaces to L(L0), L, L1. Its range are (0; 1)-forms with values in the same vector
bundle. The preceding discussion allows us to identify
W1u = {X ∈W 1;p(S;Cn) :Xz ∈ ei(1−k)=3Rn for z ∈ @kS};
W0u;J = L
p(R0;1S ⊗ Cn): (3.8)
In (2.5) take ∇=∇S ×∇M to be the product of torsion-free connections on S and on M . Then the
second term (∇X J ) ◦ Du ◦ j in the formula vanishes, because Du ◦ j takes values in TEh whereas
∇X J is nontrivial only on TEv; and moreover, the pullback connection u∗∇ on u∗TEv is trivial. This
shows that Du;J is the standard R@-operator for functions S → Cn, with boundary conditions (3.8).
There is a general index formula for such operators, but we prefer to use an ad hoc gluing instead.
Consider the compact surface RS in Fig. 4, which is of genus one with one boundary component.
Parametrize the boundary by a closed path l : [0; 6]→ @ RS, such that l(t) = zt for t ∈{0; 1; 2; 3; 4; 5}
are the marked points in Fig. 4. Take a smooth nondecreasing function @ : [0; 6]→ R such that
@(t) =


0; 06 t6 1;
1=3; 26 t6 3;
2=3; 46 t6 5:
1; t = 6:
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Let RD be the R@-operator on the trivial bundle RS × Cn → RS, with boundary condition given by the
family of Lagrangian subspaces Rl(t) = ei@(t)Rn ⊂ Cn. As a loop in the Lagrangian Grassmannian,
this represents n times the standard generator of the fundamental group. Riemann–Roch for compact
surfaces with boundary therefore tells us that ind RD = nY( RS) + n = 0. On the other hand, one can
divide RS into /ve pieces (two shaded and three unshaded ones) as indicated in Fig. 4, and add
strip-like ends to each piece; the standard gluing theory for elliptic operators says that ind RD is
the sum of the indices of the obvious corresponding operators on those pieces. For each shaded
piece, this yields a copy of Du;J (in one of the two cases, the vector space Cn has been rotated
by ei=3). The unshaded pieces give rise to operators of index zero. This can be derived from the
index theorem of [20], or else by directly deforming the operator to an invertible one. Consider for
instance the two intervals of @ RS which are contained in the leftmost unshaded piece. The Lagrangian
subspaces Rz parametrized by the points z in one of these intervals are all equal to ei=3Rn; for the
other interval, they are of the form eisRn for 236 s6 1. Since e
i=3Rn ∩ eisRn = 0 for all such s,
the Maslov index for paths [20] is zero. The same holds for the other unshaded pieces, and one
concludes that 0 = ind RD = 2 indDu;J .
At this point, /x
J (1) ∈Jreg(M; L(L0); L);
J (2) ∈Jreg(M; L; L1);
J (3) ∈Jreg(M; L(L0); L1):
Proposition 2.28(i) tells us that there is a J ∈J(E; ; j; J (1); J (2); J (3)) which is both horizontal and
regular. By part (ii) of the same result, the coeLcients WJ (x˜0; x1; x) for x˜0 ∈ L(L0) ∩ L, x1 ∈L ∩ L1,
x∈ L(L0) ∩ L1, are zero whenever
Y(x˜0; x1; x) = aL(L0);L1(x)− aL(L0);L(x˜0)− aL;L1(x1) (3.9)
is ¡ 0. Lemma 3.2(ii) shows that Y(x˜0; x1; x), if ¿ 0, must be either in [0; ;) or [3;;∞), and that
the /rst case only happens for x = p(x˜0; x1). Hence, if one writes the relative invariant as
CIrel0 (E; ; Q; J ) = + (CI
rel
0 (E; ; Q; J )− );
(〈x˜0〉 ⊗ 〈x1〉) = WJ (x˜0; x1; p(x˜0; x1))〈p(x˜0; x1)〉 (3.10)
then  is of order [0; ;), while the second term is of order [3;;∞). The rest of this section contains
the proof of the following result, which determines the low order part:
Proposition 3.4. WJ (x˜0; x1; p(x˜0; x1)) = 1 for all (x˜0; x1).
There is one particular case of this which follows from the previous considerations. Namely,
suppose that there is a pair (x˜0; x1) with x˜0 = x1 = x∈ L(L0) ∩ L ∩ L1. In that case p(x; x) = x and
Y(x; x; x)=0 by Lemma 3.2(iii), and therefore WJ (x; x; x)=#Mh(x; x; x) by Proposition 2.28(ii). Now
#Mh(x; x; x) = 1 because, as we saw already when proving Lemma 3.3, the unique element of that
space is the constant section u(z) = (z; x). Our strategy will be to reduce the computation of all the
WJ (x˜0; x1; p(x˜0; x1)) to this case, by using suitable deformations.
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What “deformation” means here is keeping the submanifolds L; L0; L1 and the constant ; /xed,
while changing the remaining data. More precisely, for 06 66 1 we consider the following: a
smooth family f6 of di<eomorphisms Sn → L; smoothly varying positive numbers @6, and symplectic
embeddings –6 : T (@6) → M with –6|T (0) = f6; the Dehn twists 6L de/ned using –6 and functions
R6 supported in (−∞; @6); and constants D6. These should agree with the given data f; @; –; R; L; D
for 6=0. We also require that the analogues of (III)–(V) continue to hold for any 6; where in (V)
we take the original ; throughout.
Choose x˜0 ∈ L(L0) ∩ L, x1 ∈L ∩ L1. Given a “deformation” in the sense which we have just
explained, one can set x˜60 = 
6
L(L)
−1(x˜0)∈ 6L(L0) ∩ L and x61 = x1 ∈L ∩ L1, which “continues” the
points smoothly into the deformed situation. We claim that x=p(x˜0; x1) /ts similarly into a smooth
family x6 ∈ 6L(L0)∩L1. The point is that since (I)–(V) continue to hold, Lemma 3.2 can be applied
to the situation for any 6. This ensures that the intersections 6L(L0) ∩ L1 remain transverse, which
implies that a unique family x6 exists. In fact, it even provides a smooth family of injective maps
p6 : (6L(L0) ∩ L)× (L ∩ L1)→ 6L(L0) ∩ L1, such that x6 = p6(x˜60 ; x61 ).
Lemma 3.5. For any (x˜0; x1) there is a “deformation” such that x˜10 = x
1
1.
Proof. From (III) we know that y0 =f−1(−1L (x˜0)); y1 =f−1(x1) are points on Sn whose distance
is ¿ 2D. Let g6 ∈Di<(Sn) be an isotopy, g0 = id, such that g1(y0); g1(y1) are antipodes. There
are C6¿ 1, smoothly depending on 6 and with C0 = 1, with the property that
C6¿ ‖D(g6)y‖; ‖D(g6)−1y ‖ for all y∈ Sn:
Consider the “deformation” f6 = f ◦ (g6)−1; @6 = @=C6; –6 = – ◦ G6|T (@6); D6 = D=C6; here
G6 ∈Sympe(T ) is induced by g6, in the sense that G6|T (0) = (g6)−1. The bound on D(g6) im-
plies that G6 maps T (@6) to T (@), so that –6 is well-de/ned. On the other hand, because of the
bound on D(g6)−1, the distance between any point of (f6)−1(L∩L0)=g6f−1(L∩L0) and any point
of (f6)−1(L∩ L1)= g6f−1(L∩ L1) is ¿ 2D6, which shows that (III) holds during the deformation.
For (IV) it is suLcient to note that G6 takes the canonical one-form T to itself and maps /bres to
/bres. And it is no problem to /nd functions R6 which satisfy (V) with the D6 de/ned above and
the given ;. By de/nition
L|L= f ◦ A ◦ f−1; 6L|L= f6 ◦ A ◦ (f6)−1 = f ◦ (g6)−1 ◦ A ◦ g6 ◦ f−1:
Since g1(y1) = A(g1(y0)) by construction, one sees that
x˜10 = 
1
L(L)
−1(x˜0) = f ◦ (g1)−1 ◦ A ◦ g1(y0) = f(y1) = x1 = x11 :
Given a “deformation”, one can repeat the construction at the beginning of this section in a
parametrized sense, which means equipping the trivial exact symplectic /bration (E; ) with a smooth
family Q6 of Lagrangian boundary conditions, modelled over the ends on the pairs of exact La-
grangian submanifolds (6L(L0); L); (L; L1), and (
6
L(L0); L1). Since their intersections are transverse
for all 6, it makes sense to consider parametrized moduli spaces of pseudo-holomorphic sections. To
do that, take smooth families of almost complex structures J (1); 6; J (2); 6; J (3); 6 ∈J(M) which reduce
to the previously chosen ones for 6 = 0, and similarly a family J 6 ∈Jh(E; ; j; J (1); 6; J (2); 6; J (3); 6).
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The parametrized moduli space we are interested in is
Mpara =
⋃
6
{6} ×MJ 6(x˜60 ; x61 ; x6)
for points x˜60 ; x
6
1 ; x
6 as introduced above.
Lemma 3.6. Mpara is compact.
Proof. Consider CF(L; L1); CF(
6
L(L0); L); CF(
6
L(L0); L1). We already know that the /rst of these
R-graded vector spaces has gap (0; 3;); for the second one, the same is true because it agrees with
CF(L0; L) up to a constant shift in the grading; and by repeating the considerations after Lemma
3.2, one can show that CF(6L(L0); L1) has gap (0; 2;). As another consequence of Lemma 3.2(ii) in
the deformed situation, any (6; u)∈Mpara satis/es
A(u) = a6L(L0);L1(x
6)− arL(L0);L(x˜60)− aL;L1(x61 )∈ [0; ;):
One can now argue exactly as in Lemma 2.24; there are no points at in/nity in the parametrized
Gromov–Floer compacti/cation, since the principal component of any such point would have negative
action, which would contradict the fact that (E; ) has nonnegative curvature.
Suppose now that the J (k); 6 and J 6 for 6=1 have been chosen regular; for J 1 this can be achieved
without leaving the class of horizontal almost complex structure, because Lemma 3.3 equally applies
to the deformed situation for 6 = 1. By using a parametrized version of the same lemma and of
Proposition 2.28(i), one sees that in addition, the family (J 6) can be chosen to be regular in the
parametrized sense. Then the one-dimensional part of Mpara is a compact one-manifold, and its
boundary points are precisely those with 6 = 0 or 1. One concludes that
WJ (x˜0; x1; x) = WJ 1(x˜
0
0; x
1
1 ; x
1):
If the “deformation” is as in Lemma 3.5, the situation for r = 1 is exactly the special case which
we have already discussed, so that WJ 1(x˜00; x
1
1 ; x
1) = 1. Since such deformations exist for all (x˜0; x1),
Proposition 3.4 is proved.
From now on, we /x some J=J (4)∈Jreg;h(E; ; Q; j; J (1); J (2); J (3)) and write b=CIrel0 (E; ; Q; J (4)) :
C ′ → C for the relative invariant on the cochain level. Let 2 be the map de/ned at the end of Section
3.1. What (3.10) and Proposition 3.4 say is that b=2+(b−2), with b−2 of order [3;;∞), which
is even slightly more than required by Lemma 2.32.
Remark 3.7. Our relative invariant is the well-known pair-of-pants product, or Donaldson product;
in fact, if u(z) = (z; A(z)) lies in MJ (x˜0; x1; x), then A : S → M is a “pseudo-holomorphic triangle”
whose sides lie on L(L0); L; L1 and whose vertices are x˜0; x1; x. Proposition 3.4 asserts that there is
an odd number of low-area triangles with certain speci/ed vertices. In the lowest dimension, n= 1,
one can see directly that there is precisely one such triangle (Fig. 5). In higher dimensions it is
still easy to construct explicitly the analogue of this particular triangle, but proving that there are
no others seems more diLcult. For that reason, we have preferred to take the indirect approach via
“deformations”, which e<ectively meant moving L(L0) in such a way that the area of the triangle
shrinks to zero.
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3.3. The second map
From this point onwards, we add one more assumption to those in Section 3.1:
(VI) R is the function Rr which appears in the construction of exact Lefschetz /brations in Lemma
1.10, with the given @ and some 0¡r¡ 12 which we are free to choose; see more speci/cally
(1.19) for this function.
Since that severely restricts the choice of R, one needs to worry about possible con=icts with the
other conditions, or that it might restrict the ultimate scope of the exact sequence. An inspection of
Remark 3.1 shows that the only issue is whether, using R= Rr , one can satisfy (V) with arbitrarily
small D and ;. That is taken care of by Lemma 1.12(iv), which shows that it suLces to choose r
small.
The obvious reason for introducing (VI) is that there is a standard /bration (EL; L) over a disc
RD(r), with r small, whose monodromy around @ RD(r) is L. Following Remark 1.4, we want to modify
this by a pullback. Take Sp= RD( 12) and a map p : S
p → RD(r) of the form p(z)=g(|z|)(z=|z|), where
g is a function with g(t) = t for small t; g(t) = r for t¿ r, and g′(t)¿ 0 everywhere. Then
(Ep; p) = p∗(EL; L)
is again an exact Lefschetz /bration. It has nonnegative curvature; this follows from Lemma 1.12(iii)
and the fact that det(Dp)¿ 0. Moreover, it is =at on the annulus Sp \D(r); and using the isomor-
phism p : (Ep)1=2 → M inherited from L : (EL)r → M , one can identify its monodromy around
@Sp with L. To represent this property, we draw (Ep; p) as in Fig. 6.
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Now take the surface Sf = (R× [− 1; 1]) \D( 12) ⊆ R2, with coordinates (s; t), and divide it into
two parts Sf;± = Sf ∩ {t ∈R±}, so that Sf;+ ∩ Sf;− = ((−∞;− 12 ] ∪ [ 12 ;∞))× {0}. Consider trivial
/brations f;± :Ef;±= Sf;±×M → Sf;± over the two parts, and equip them with di<erential forms
f;±; f;± as follows. f;± is the pullback of !∈2(M), and similarly f;+ is the pullback of
; /nally f;−=−d(2(s)KL), where 2 is a function with 2(s)=0 for s¿ 14 ; 2(s)=1 for s6− 14 .
De/ne a /bration (Ef; f) over Sf by identifying the /bres
Ef;+(s;0) → Ef;−(s;0)
via idM for s¿ 12 , respectively, via L for s6− 12 : f;± and f;± match up to forms f; f; the
/rst because L is symplectic, and the second as a consequence of our choice of f;−. This makes
(Ef; f) into a (=at) exact symplectic /bration; it is represented in Fig. 7.
We now carry out a pasting construction of the kind discussed in Section 1.1. If one identi/es
the /bres of Ep and Ef at the point 12 by using 
p : (Ep)1=2 → M = (Ef)1=2, then the monodromies
around the circle |z| = 12 coincide, being both equal to L. Since the two /brations are =at close
to this circle, one can paste them together to an exact Lefschetz /bration, denoted by (E; ), over
S = Sp ∪ Sf = R × [ − 1; 1]; this is drawn in Fig. 8. Equip (E; ) with the Lagrangian boundary
condition Q which is the union of R × {1} × L1 ⊂ Ef;+ and R × {−1} × L(L0) ⊂ Ef;−, with
-Q = 0, and with a function KQ which is KL1 on R × {1} × L1 and KL(L0) − 2(s)KL |L(L0) on
R × {−1} × L(L0). This is clearly modelled on (L(L0); L1) over the positive end of S; over the
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negative end it is modelled on (L0; L1), as one sees using the trivialization
(−∞; −1] × [−1; 1] × M
(−∞; −1] × [−1; 1] 



E
S
<= inclusion; U(s; t; x) =
{
(s; t; x)∈Ef;+ t¿ 0;
(s; t; L(x))∈Ef; t6 0:
We now get a relative invariant Irel0 (E; ; Q) : HF(L(L0); L1) → HF(L0; L1). Following the same
pattern as in the previous section (but with considerably less technical diLculties), we need to
determine partially the underlying cochain map.
Lemma 3.8. (E; ; Q) together with U=(−1; 1)×[−1; 1] ⊂ S satis:es the conditions of Proposition
2.28(i). Moreover, given w∈ L(L0)∩L1 and x∈L0∩L1, the space Mh(x; w) contains precisely one
horizontal section if w = q(x), and is empty otherwise.
Proof. Because the two parts from which it is assembled have nonnegative curvature, so does (E; ).
To any point x∈L0∩L1 one can associate a horizontal section uf : Sf → Ef satisfying uf(@S) ⊂ Q,
which is de/ned by
uf(s; t) =
{
(s; t; x)∈Ef;+ t¿ 0;
(s; t; L(x))∈Ef;− t6 0:
Conditions (I) and (IV) imply that x ∈ im(–). By construction EL contains a trivial part RD(r)× (M \
im(–)), see Proposition 1.11. The pullback Ep has a corresponding property, which means that there
is a horizontal section up of Ep, matching up with uf to form a u∈Mh(x; x) ⊂Mh.∫
Sf(u
f)∗f = 0 by de/nition of f, and similarly
∫
Sp(u
p)∗p = 0 because the image of up lies
in the trivial part of Ep. It follows that the section we have constructed satis/es A(u) = 0. The
connection ∇u on u∗TEv is trivial; in fact, by inspecting the details of the construction, one can see
that (E; ) is symplectically trivial in a neighbourhood of im(u). By linearization of the basic fact
that symplectic parallel transport preserves any Lagrangian boundary condition, one /nds that the
subbundle u∗(TQ ∩ TEv) ⊂ u∗TEv|@S is preserved under ∇u; hence it is trivial. To summarize, we
have found that one can identify u∗(TEv) ∼= S ×Cn symplectically, in such a way that ∇u becomes
trivial, and that u∗(TQ ∩ TEv) is mapped to the subbundle (R × {−1} × R−1) ∪ (R × {1} × R1)
for some Lagrangian subspaces R±1 ⊂ Cn; by looking at the positive end, one sees that R−1 and
R1 are transverse. Then the index formula in terms of the Maslov index for paths [20] shows that
indDu;J = 0.
Next, suppose that u∈Mh is an arbitrary horizontal section satisfying u(@S) ⊂ Q. When restricted
to Sf;±, this is of the form uf;±(z) = (z; x±) for points x+ ∈L1; x− ∈ L(L0). The condition for the
two parts to match along Sf;+∩Sf;− is that x−= x+= L(x+). In particular x± ∈L0∩L1. Because of
the strong unique continuation property of horizontal section it follows that the construction above
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yields all of Mh. By the same argument, any partial horizontal section U → E|U with boundary in
Q can be extended to some element of Mh.
Let j be some complex structure on S, standard over the ends. Take the same J (3) ∈Jreg(M; L
(L0); L1) as in the previous section and choose an additional J (5) ∈Jreg(L0; L1). By Lemma 3.8 and
Proposition 2.28, one can /nd a J (6) ∈J(E; ; Q; j; J (3); J (5)) which is both horizontal and regular.
Write
c = CIrel0 (E; ; Q; J
(6)): C → C ′′
for the chain map de/ned by this. In view of Lemmas 2.29 and 3.2(i) one can write c=+(c−),
where  depends only on the section in Mh and is of order {0}, and the remaining term is of order
[3;;∞). Again applying Lemma 3.8, one /nds that  is precisely the map < de/ned at the end of
Section 3.1. Again, this is marginally better than what is needed to apply Lemma 2.32.
3.4. The homotopy
At this point it becomes necessary to change the notation slightly, in order to avoid con=icts. Thus,
the /bration used in Section 3.2 to de/ne the map b will be denoted by (Eb; b), its base by Sb,
and its Lagrangian boundary condition by Qb; and correspondingly we write (Ec; c), Sc, Qc for the
objects constructed in Section 3.3 to de/ne c. Over the unique negative end of Sb, Qb is modelled
on (L(L0); L1), and the same holds for Qc over the positive end of Sc. As described in Section 2.4,
one can glue these ends together to obtain a new exact Lefschetz /bration (Ebc; bc) over a surface
Sbc, with a Lagrangian boundary condition Qbc. The outcome is represented schematically in Fig. 9.
(Ebc; bc) has nonnegative curvature because (Eb; b) and (Ec; c) have that property. Moreover
Mh = ∅, which means that there are no horizontal section u : Sbc → Ebc with u(@Sbc) ⊂ Qbc. In
fact, assuming that such a u exists, one could reverse the gluing construction and obtain a horizontal
section ub of Eb with boundary in Qb, as well as a similar section uc of Ec. We have seen previously
that such ub correspond to points in L(L0)∩L∩L1, and uc to points in L0∩L1. In our case, the two
section would have to match over the ends used in the gluing process, which means that they would
correspond to a point of L0 ∩ L ∩ L1; but that is impossible by (I). The same argument shows that
for a suLciently large relatively compact subset U ⊂ Sbc, there are no horizontal w :U → Ebc with
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w(@Sbc∩U ) ⊂ Qbc. Over the ends, Qbc is modelled on (L(L0); L); (L; L1) and (L0; L1), respectively.
For these pairs of submanifolds we have already chosen almost complex structures J (1); J (2) and
J (5), respectively. Let j be some complex structure on Sbc which is standard over the ends. Lemma
2.28 ensures that one can choose a J ∈J(Ebc; bc; Qbc; j; J (1); J (2); J (5)) which is both horizontal and
regular.
Lemma 3.9. For any such J ,
CIrel0 (E
bc; bc; Qbc; J ) :C ′ → C ′′
is homotopic to c ◦ b by a chain homotopy which is of order (0;∞).
Proof. Suppose /rst that j is induced from the complex structures on Sb; Sc, and that J is similarly
constructed from J (4) and J (6); this is automatically horizontal. Proposition 2.22 says that for large
values of the gluing parameter A; J is regular; and then we have moreover CI0(Ebc; bc; Qbc; J )=c◦b
by (2.30). On the other hand, the observations made above allow us to apply Lemma 2.30, which
shows that the maps CI0 for any two choices of j and J are homotopic by a chain homotopy of
order (0;∞).
The proof that c ◦ b is a chain homotopic to zero relies on an alternative construction of the same
exact Lefschetz /bration. Consider the surface S0 from Fig. 10, embedded into R2 with coordinates
(s; t). As in the previous section we divide it into So;±=So∩{t ∈R±} and take the trivial /brations
o;±: Eo;± = So;± ×M → So;±. We equip Eo;± with the forms o;± pulled back from !, and Eo;+
with the one-form o;+ pulled back from ; while on Eo;− we take o;−= − d(S(t)KL), where S
is some function with S(t) = 1 for t¿− 1; S(t) = 0 for t6− 2. One now identi/es the /bres over
z ∈R− × {0} = So;+ ∩ So;− by using L :Eo;+z → Eo;−z , which yields an exact symplectic /bration
(Eo; o) over So (it is in fact trivial, but for us it is convenient to think of it as being built up in
this particular way). Take the pieces of @So labeled in Fig. 11, and construct a Lagrangian boundary
condition Qo for (Eo; o) as the union of @1So;−×L(L0); @2So;−×L ⊂ Eo;− and @2So;+×L; @3So;+×
L1 ⊂ Eo;+. The associated function KQo is equal to KL(L0) − S(t)KL |L(L0) over @1So;−, to KL1 over
@3So;+, and zero on the rest. -Qo is equal to −(KL |L)S′(t) dt on @2So;− and vanishes elsewhere; this
makes sense because KL |L is constant, equal to −2R(0) by (3.2). Combining this with (V) shows
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that ∫
@So
-Qo = 2R(0)∈ (−;; 0]: (3.11)
Qo is modelled on (L(L0); L) and (L; L1) over the positive ends, and on (L0; L1) over the negative
end; a suitable trivialization of (Eo; o) over that end can be de/ned in the same way as in Section
3.3. The next statement is a straightforward consequence of (I):
Lemma 3.10. Take the subset Uo ⊂ So shaded in Fig. 11. Then there are no horizontal sections
u :Uo → Eo with u(@So ∩ Uo) ⊂ Qo.
For the following step, we need the /bration (Ep; p) over Sp = RD( 12) from Section 3.3, which
was de/ned as pullback of a standard /bration. The standard boundary condition from Section 2.3
pulls back to a Lagrangian boundary condition Qp for it. As it stands -Qp = dc(− 14 |z|) is nonzero
everywhere, but for us it is better to modify it by some exact one-form, in such a way that it becomes
zero near − 12 ∈ @Sp. This can be compensated by a change of KQp , so that the whole remains a
Lagrangian boundary condition. It is a consequence of Proposition 2.13 that the I1-invariant of
(Ep; p; Qp) vanishes, since this can be joined to (EL; L; QL) by a smooth deformation of exact
Lefschetz /brations with Lagrangian boundary conditions.
Lemma 3.11. Let Up ⊂ Sp be the complement of a su?ciently small neighbourhood of
− 12 ∈ @Sp. Then there are no partial horizontal section w :Up → Ep satisfying w(@Sp ∩
Up) ⊂ Qp.
Proof. From the standard /bration, Ep inherits a smooth family of Lagrangian spheres Hpz ⊂ Epz ; z =
0. These are carried into each other by parallel transport along any path, and they degenerate to
the critical point x0 ∈Ep0 as z → 0. Now our boundary condition is made up of the Hpz for z ∈ @Sp;
therefore a section w with the properties stated above would satisfy w(z)∈Hpz for all z ∈ @Sp ∩Up,
and by parallel transport for all z ∈Up = {0}. In the limit this yields w(0)=x0, but that is impossible
since x0 is a critical point.
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Fig. 12.
One can identify the /bre of Eo over Qo = (0; 0)∈ @So with the /bre of Ep over Qp = − 12 ∈ @Sp
via
(Eo)Qo ∼= (Eo;+)(0;0) =M 
p
←Ep1=2 ∼= (Ep)Qp ; (3.12)
where the last isomorphism is parallel transport along the upper semi-circle ( 12)e
it , 06 t6 . By
putting together the various de/nitions, one sees that (3.12) takes (Qo)(0;0) to (Qp)−1=2. The /brations
(Eo; o) and (Ep; p) are =at near the points Qo; Qp, and the one-forms -Qo ; -Qp vanish near those
points. This allows one to use the gluing construction discussed in Section 2.1 and again in Section
2.4 to produce an exact Lefschetz /bration (E; ) over S = So#Qo∼QpSp, together with a Lagrangian
boundary condition Q; see Fig. 12. Of course, this is still modelled over the ends on the same
Lagrangian submanifolds as So. In what follows, we assume that the parameter ! in the gluing
process has been chosen suLciently small.
Lemma 3.12. There is a complex structure j on S, standard over the ends, and a J ∈Jreg;h(E; ; Q;
j; J (1); J (2); J (5)), such that
CIrel0 (E; ; Q; J ) : C
′ → C ′′
is homotopic to zero by a chain homotopy of order [− 2R(0);∞).
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Proof. Let jo be some complex structure on So, standard over the ends. Using Lemmas 3.10 and
2.28 one can /nd a J o ∈J(Eo; o; jo; J (1); J (2); J (5)) which is horizontal and regular. In fact, regularity
can be achieved even while prescribing what J o is outside (o)−1(Uo) ⊂ Eo. This is useful because,
for our intended gluing argument, J o needs to be of a particular form close to the /bre over Qo ∈ Uo:
namely, in a local trivialization near that point, it needs to be the product of jo and some previously
/xed almost complex structure on M . We now have evaluation maps, for x˜0 ∈ L(L0) ∩ L; x1 ∈L ∩
L1; x∈ L(L0) ∩ L1,
evQo : MJ o(x˜0; x1; x)→ QoQo : (3.13)
Take some complex structure jp on Sp. One can use Lemmas 2.9 and 3.11 to /nd a Jp ∈Jreg;h(Ep;
p; Qp; jp) with /xed behaviour outside (p)−1(Up); as before, since Qp ∈ Up, one can use this
to make Jp suitable for gluing. At the same time, Lemma 2.10 allows us to make the evaluation
map evQp :MJp → QpQp transverse to any given cycle. We take this cycle to be the disjoint union of
(3.13) for all x˜0; x1; x, identifying QoQo and Q
p
Qp via (3.12).
Let j be the complex structure on S glued together from jo; jp, and similarly J ∈Jh(E; ; Q; j;
J (1); J (2); J (5)) the almost complex structure obtained from J o and Jp. As discussed in Section
2.4, J will be regular if the gluing parameter has been chosen suLciently small. Moreover, the
zero-dimensional spaces of (j; J )-holomorphic sections can be described as /bre products of those
on both parts of the gluing, as in (2.28). We know that I1(Ep; p; Qp) is zero (as pointed out in
Remark 2.13(i), this remains true even if we consider it as a cobordism class), and using Lemma
2.21 one concludes that CIrel0 (E; ; Q; J ) is homotopic to zero. Inspection of the proof of that lemma
will show that the homotopy constructed there is of order [ − 2R(0);∞). In fact, its coeLcients
are given by the number of points in /bre products
MJ o(x˜0; x1; x)×QoQo G; (3.14)
where (G; g) is some cycle bounding (MJp ; evQp). Using (3.11) and Lemma 2.23 one sees that (3.14)
is empty unless aL0 ;L1(x)¿ aL(L0);L(x˜0)+aL;L1(x1)−2R(0), which provides the desired estimate.
To put together Lemmas 3.9 and 3.12, one observes that there are oriented di<eomorphisms
bc


EEbc
SSbc
with the following properties: on the ends,  and  relate the local trivializations of the two
/brations. Next, ∗ = bc, and (Qbc) = Q. Finally,  is holomorphic near the unique critical
value, with respect to the complex structures de/ned there which are part of the structure of exact
Lefschetz /brations of (Ebc; bc) and (E; ); and the same holds for  near the unique critical
point. This is not diLcult, since both /brations contain a copy of (Ep; p) and are otherwise =at;
comparing Figs. 9 and 12 shows how the bases should be identi/ed in order for the monodromies
to match. It follows that one can take j and J in Lemma 3.9 to be the pullback of almost complex
structures from Lemma 3.12, and then CIrel0 (E
bc; bc; Qbc; J ) will be homotopic to zero by a chain
homotopy of order [− 2R(0);∞), with −2R(0)¿ 0. On the other hand, it is homotopic to c ◦ b
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by a homotopy of order (0;∞). Taking the two together, one has a homotopy h : c ◦ b ! 0 of order
(0;∞), thus ful/lling the /nal requirement of Lemma 2.32.
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